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I.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ASSIGNMENT

1. Citrin Cooperman & Company, LLC (“Citrin Cooperman”) was retained by Cramer & Anderson,
LLP. (“Counsel”) on behalf of David Pearsall of People’s Power and Gas, LLC (“PPG” or the
“Company” or “Defendant”) to perform a forensic analysis and to provide expert testimony, if
required, in the matter of Forest Capital LLC, v. David Pearsall, currently pending in District
Court of Maryland. Forest Capital (“Forest”) claims in its Complaint dated May 22, 2014, that
David Pearsall guarantied the payment obligations of PPG. Forest claims these payments are in
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i obligations
ations
ns under
excess of $4.6 million, resulting from the alleged defaults by PPG relatedd to it
its
the Master Factoring Agreement (the “MFA”).

ermined sum to PPG aas a result of
2. On the other hand, PPG alleges that Forest owes an undetermined
atio under the
ations
he MFA.
Forest’s alleged defaults related to its obligations

foren analysis
alysis of ccert
ain
n docume
document
3. I was asked by Counsel to perform a forensic
certain
documents and records in the
are a calculation
c lculati
lcu on of any am
possession of the defendant in order to pr
prepare
amounts due to/from either
pective obligations
obl
o
ations
ons unde
he MFA, fo
for tthe period of January 1, 2013
party as a result of their respective
under the
through January 31, 2015.

or the
h purpo
4. My analysis was conducted for
purpose off this m
matter only. No other purpose is intended or
should be inferred.

limited in nature
ture an
and scope, and should not be relied upon to discover all
5. This engagement wass limite
in
inform
mation,
on, or provide
p
documents andd other information,
all analyses which may have importance to this
is engagem
engagemen
matter. This
engagementt does not aanticipate the compilation, review, or audit of financial records
tateme
at
s. In addi
add
or financial statements.
addition, the defendant has not received certain relevant data from the
unders
plaintiff. It is my unde
understanding that the discovery process is not yet complete. I reserve the right
is report for
ffo relevant information that I receive after the date of issuance of this report.
to update this
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II.

SUMMARY OF MY OPINIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

6. Based on a review of the documents set forth in Appendix A and the analyses described below
and presented in Exhibit A through Exhibit D-2, I have come to the conclusion that:
x

Forest owes PPG $1,220,000 pursuant to their obligation under the MFA.
Exhibit A.

See

7. A list of the data and other information I considered in forming my opinion is presented in
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Appendix A.
III.

QUALIFICA
UALIFI ATIONS
IONS
ALAN A. SCHACHTER PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

Univer
sity
ty of Penns
Pen
8. I earned a BS degree in economics from the Wharton School at the Univ
University
Pennsylvania,
and an MBA degree in accounting and an advanced
certificate
taxation
dv
dva
ficate
ate in taxat
tax
onn from
fr m P
Pace University.
credited in business
siness
ness valuat
valu
on and fin
finan
I am a certified public accountant, accredited
valuation
financial forensics, a
certified fraud examiner and a certified
valuation analyst.
ied
ed valu
valuatio
nalyst.

9. I am a partner in the accounting
Company,
LLP. I have extensive
ting firm of
o Citrin
in Cooperman
Coop man
n & Com
Compa
experience in calculating economic
including
profits, lost business value, and lost
conom damages,
conomic
amages, inc
ding lost pr
prof
d as an expert
exp wi
ness on m
asset value. I have been qualified
witness
many occasions. I have also written
and lectured extensively on matte
matters
related
business valuation and economic damages. My
tte s rela
d to busine
busin
curriculum vitae is attached
Appendix
ed as Append
Appe x B.

10. Citrin Cooperman iss being compensated
com
mpensated
nsated on
o an hourly basis for my work in this matter at an
hourly rate of $525 per hou
hour.
ur. I have bbeen assisted by other professionals at Citrin Cooperman.
My fees aree not contingent
of this matter.
cont
contingent on the outcome
o
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IV.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PEOPLE’S POWER & GAS, LLC

11. PPG was an energy service company (“ESCO”) operating in the deregulated energy market.1 PPG
purchased wholesale electricity from various independent service operators (“ISOs”)2 to be resold to customers of the following regulated utilities (“Utilities”) operating in the New York and
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New England markets:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Bangor Hydro Electric Company
Central Maine Power Company
Connecticut Light & Power (“CLP”))
Consolidated Edison
on of New York,
ork,
k, Inc. (“C
(“Conn Ed
Ed”)
Delmarva Power
(“Delmarva”)
er (“D
(“Delm
a”)
”)
Narragansett
Co.
tt Electric C
New Hampshire
mpshire
pshire Electric
El
E
c Co-o
Co-op
NY State Electric
Electr
Elec
& Gas ((“NYSEG”)
NY EG”)
NYS
G”)
Public
Service of New Ham
Hampshire
ublic Servic
shire
ire
United Illuminating
(“UI”))
Ill minating (“U
UNITIL
IT
WMECO
O
Long
ongg Island
Islan
Isl d Power
P wer Authority
Authori (“LIPA”)3

12. In addition, PPG purchased
chased
ased gas di
directly
rectly
tly from Yankee Gas4 to be re-sold to the customers of
Yankee Gas.

1

Deregulated Energy
y Market – permits qualified competitive energy suppliers to enter the marketplace and offer
their energy supply to certain
erta customers of the Utilities. It should be noted the customers of the regulated utilities are
ertain
now free to choose the energy supplier of their choice.
2
ISO – The three ISOs relevant to this case are NEISO (New England), NYISO (New York), and PJM (for parts of
Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia and the District of Columbia). The ISOs were formed at the direction of The
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), a governmental agency with jurisdiction over interstate electricity
sales.
3
Long Island Power Authority is a utility company that was added to the assigned accounts listed in the MFA in the
July 1, 2013 Amendment.
4
PPG claims that their Yankee Gas receivables were not to be factored. Yankee Gas was removed as regulated
utility on the Amended Schedule A, attached to the MFA. See Appendix C.
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13. PPG was involved in what is referred to as “load shifting” with regard to its electricity business.
PPG marketed to customers of the Utilities, and would move the electricity load for certain
customers of the Utilities over to PPG. Once the customers and related electricity load of the
Utilities was shifted over to PPG, the Utilities were still responsible for the billing and collecting
from their customers (except in the case of LIPA) the revenue related to PPG’s electrical charge,
as well as the revenues related to the Utilities’ distribution charges, taxes, and fees to PPG’s
customers.
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ties
es aand the ISOs.
SOs.
s I have
14. PPG was permitted to operate once they obtained approval from the Utilities
ilities to ppass
ss an electro
elect
been advised by PPG that the ISOs required PPG and the regulated utilities
electronic
ndependent
pendent th
ird party. PPG
P
data interchange (“EDI”) test, which was administered by an independent
third
was
chnical, and fina
ncial
cial capa
ccapabilities to
required to prove that it had the requisite managerial, technical,
financial
operate as an ESCO.

hee Utilities
Utiliti through
ough seve
several sales
les channel
chan
15. PPG marketed to the customers of the
channels including:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Brokers,
Call centers,
Social media,
Radio,
Mail, and
Cold calling.

ricity
ity from th
SOs, an
and re-sold that electricity to its customers. PPG was
16. PPG purchased electricity
thee ISOs,
de the ISO
ISOs with
w h cash co
required to provide
collateral5 prior to purchasing electricity.

17. PPG’s procedures
cedures
edures for
f the sale of
o electricity to its customers, and subsequent collection of
payments, were
different
LIPA then the other Utilities doing business with PPG, enumerated
ree di
ffe ent for L
-31.
in paragraphs 22-31.

5

Collateral –The required amount of funds to be maintained by PPG with the ISOs, in order to purchase electricity
in the wholesale market.
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V.

PPG’S BUSINESS CYCLE

PPG’S PURCHASE OF ELECTRICITY & RELATED COLLATERAL
18. PPG was required to deliver cash collateral to the ISOs in order to purchase electricity from the
ISOs. The required cash collateral amounts would vary based on the customers’ usage and bill
cycle. The required cash collateral amount was approximately 2.5 times the 7 day wholesale cost
of electricity. For example, if there was a weekly wholesale electricity obligation of $500,000, the
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required cash collateral to be posted by PPG would approximate $1.2 million
ion
on ($500,000 x 2.5).
19. Each of the three ISOs (NYISO, NEISO, and PJM) held the cash collateral
they received
lateral th
ceived in bank
b
accounts designated for PPG at TD Bank for NYISO and Blackrock
krock
ock for NEISO
N
NEI O and PJM.
PJM

20. Periodically, the ISOs would return the cash co
collateral
(referred
all to PPG (re
ferred
rred to as “redemptions”)
when the funds held by the ISOs weree in
n excess of the required
require aamount.
mount.
unt.

21. I was advised that during 2013,
from
Forest commenced
13, primarily
primar
prim
rom
m September
S ptem
Se
mber
er to December,
De
Dece
making payments for electricity
directly
ISOs,
tricity dire
dir
y to the ISO
IS
O on behalf of PPG, which were not required
by the MFA.

PPG’S SALE OF ELECTRICITY
CITY
Y TO CUSTOMERS
TOMERS
OMERS – THE UTILITIES

22. When the Utilities’ customers
ustomers
stomers wer
w
weree approve
approved to be supplied by PPG, the Utilities continued to
stomers
tomers on PPG’s
PP
PG’s
’s behalf.
behalf The invoice contained amounts for: (1) PPG’s supply
invoice those customers
charge, (2) the
distribution
he Utilities’ di
stribution
ibution ccharges, (3) taxes, and (4) any other fees or charges.

23. PPG and the Utilities
utilized EC
Ut
Utiliti
E Infosystems (“ECI”), an independent, third party electronic data
interchange (“EDI”)
system, which reported billings and receipts relating to the shared customers
EDI”)
I”) syst
sy
between thee Utilities and PPG (except for LIPA and Yankee Gas).6 ECI is experienced in
lity invoices and payments. ECI maintained a separate database specifically for
processing utility
PPG.
24. The Utilities sent the billing data for PPG’s supply charge and related taxes and fees contained in
the Utilities’ customer invoices directly to ECI. ECI reported these charges in its PPG database.

6

Based on discussions with PPG, Yankee Gas was not EDI approved.
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PPG’S CUSTOMERS’ PAYMENTS – THE UTILITIES
25. The customers remitted payments for their entire bill directly to the utilities, just as they did prior
to switching to PPG as their electricity supplier. The Utilities were required to forward PPG’s
portion of the payment, as well as any taxes or fees that were paid pertaining to PPG’s electricity
charges,7 to Forest Capital. The aforementioned payments received by Forest were on behalf of
PPG. Forest’s obligations will be discussed further in the Master Factoring section below (see
page 9).
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26. The Utilities sent the collections data for PPG’s supply charges, related
and fees
contained
ed taxes, aan
ees cont
contai
in the Utilities’ invoices for PPG’s customers directly to ECI. With reg
regard
d to CLP and UI,
pro
edure
dure cconta
collectively known as the “Connecticut Utilities”, the collection p
procedure
contained an
additional step.

The Connecticut Utilities
forwarded thee collec
collections
es fo
collectio
ns data related
elat to PPG’s

customers in spreadsheet format to PPG.
Subsequently,
forwarded the data
PG. S
ubs ently, a PPG
ubse
PP employee
mploye fo
data would be reflected in
tilities sp
spr
heets to EC
I. 8 This da
contained within the Connecticut Utilities
spreadsheets
ECI.
mbined
ined wit
h similar info
in
the PPG database maintained by ECI, aan
and comb
combined
with
information submitted by the
other Utilities, except for LIPA
IPA (see bbelow).
ow).

PPG’S SALE OF ELECTRICITY TO CUST
USTOMERS
MERS
RS – LIPA
L

27. In order to enter the LIPA
A market, PP
P
PPG
G agreed to perform the billing and collection function for
omers
ers that ch
osee PPG aas its electricity supplier. As previously stated, the
all of the LIPA customers
chose
d their own iinvoices,
nvoices,
oices, including
inc
Utilities prepared
the electrical supply charge for PPG, whereas
d the actual in
voices for L
PPG prepared
invoices
LIPA customers.

ed
d PP
thei
28. LIPA provided
PPG with th
their customers’ meter reading data9 which reflected both supply and
a. PPG th
distribution data.
then prepared invoices for the electrical supply, distribution charges, taxes,
and fees to LIPA cust
customers who chose PPG as their electrical supplier. PPG utilized an internally
custo
ba
created Excel bas
based billing system, known as the Bill Generator, to prepare invoices for their
LIPA customers.

7

It was PPG’s responsibility, to prepare the necessary tax returns and forward the taxes PPG received to the proper
taxing authority.
8
I have been advised that Eileen Routhier, formerly of PPG and currently working for Forest, was responsible for
sending the customer payment data to ECI for the Connecticut Utilities.
9
This data included customer names, addresses, electric usage details, rates, etc.
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PPG’S CUSTOMERS’ PAYMENTS – LIPA
29. There were two types of customers in the LIPA system; “Auto-Pay” and “Non-Auto-Pay”. AutoPay customers consisted of accounts that were paid automatically by credit cards. These
customers were not covered by the MFA and for the purposes of my analysis, these accounts
were not considered. Non-Auto-Pay customers consisted of the Accounts that were not paid
automatically via credit card, and were subject to the terms of the MFA. Non-Auto-Pay customer
payments were made to the LIPA Lockbox (“Lockbox”).10
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o view their
th r activit
activity and
30. LIPA customers had access to an online portal called Freshbooks11 to
A customers
custom
ustomers could
c
make payments. Freshbooks was used to connect PPG to its LIPA
customers. Customers
he Lockbox. Those
hose
ose payme
pa
make payments through Freshbooks, or mail a check to the
payments were
coun by Forest
count
st on
n behal
behalf ooff PPG.
PG. Fo
F
rest obligations
subsequently swept out of the Lockbox account
Forest’s
s ion below.
will be discussed further in the Master Factoring section

eived and rreflected
ectted on
nF
Fres
hbooks,
ooks, PPG
PP recorded the information
31. As customer payments were received
Freshbooks,
eets. The aforementioned
af ementione
entioned
d worksheets
orksheets
ksheets are
a Excel worksheets created by
on the LIPA Daily Worksheets.
ing the
th LIPA
PA customer
custo
custom payments. The
T deposits were categorized as:
PPG for the purpose of tracking
plyy C
harge – the portio
a. PPG’s Supply
Charge
portion of the deposit that is related to electricity
old by PPG.
P
PPG
sold
es Tax – ssale
es tax paid by the customers, to be forwarded to the proper
b. Sales
sales
taxi authority
taxing
thority by
b PPG.

c. LIPA Pass
Passs Through
Throu
– LIPA’s distribution charges for Factored and NonFa
Facto
ed
d Accounts.
Accoun
Factored

THE MASTER
R FA
ACTORING
CT RING AGREEMENT

32. PPG sold & assigned its
i electrical supply accounts receivables (the “Accounts”) to Forest, subject
pro
prov
to Forest’s approval,
in accordance with the MFA. This arrangement accelerated PPG’s cash flow
related to its customer receivables.

10

The LIPA Lockbox is a PPG’s bank account (account #1255442745) held at Citibank that LIPA customer
payments were sent to.
11
According to PPG, Freshbooks was not updated after PPG’s LIPA activity was terminated in October 2013.
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33. On or about May 17, 2012 PPG entered into a Master Factoring Agreement with Forest, a
factoring12 firm located in Maryland. Pursuant to section 1.1 of the MFA, PPG may offer and sell
to Forest, and Forest may accept and purchase in their reasonable discretion certain of its
accounts receivables (the “Accounts”). Per section 1.4.1 of the MFA, Forest would advance either
85% (for Unbilled Accounts)13 or 90% (for Billed Accounts)14 of the Accounts to PPG upon
acceptance by Forest.15 Subsequent to that date, several amendments and riders (collectively
referred to as the “MFA”) were agreed upon between Forest and PPG. A complete copy of the
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MFA with a summary of its significant provisions is attached as Appendix C.
ould
d accep
accept aand
34. Per section 1.2 of the MFA, Forest had discretion as the whether orr not they w
would
factor the Accounts being assigned to them from PPG. Accountss accepted
referred
ccepted by Forest are re
served th
to as “Factored Accounts”, and were to be factored by Forest. Fores
Forestt rreserved
the right to
it hi
histo
custome
investigate the credit rating and/or credit
history of the custom
customerr of the A
Account before it
as eligible for ffactoring.
actoring. Ta
actoring
xess were not
n to be factored by
accepted the Account as one that was
Taxes
Forest.

35. According to section 3.1.1 of the MFA,
MF Forest
rest had thee authority
uthority to collect payments for all of the
Accounts PPG assigned to them
them, whether or
Account was accepted by Forest for
o not
ot the Acco
Ac
factoring. Accounts that were not accepted
Forest
to as “Non-Factored Accounts”,
ccepte by
y For
orest
est are
re referred
re
Upon receipt
U
ceipt of any
an Non-Factored Accounts, Forest was to send
PG..16 Upo
and were not factored for PPG.
ty to PPG
PPG.
the balance in its entirety

36. In accordance with
ith section
sectio 1.4.2
1.4.2
2 of the MFA, no later than five days after Forest’s receipt of
om the Ut
Utilit
ies
es (includ
payment from
Utilities
(including LIPA) for the Factored Accounts in full, Forest was
eturn the
the remaining
remainin 10% holdback, plus all of the taxes collected, to PPG after
required to return
12

Factoring – a transaction
action in w
which a business sells its accounts receivable, or invoices, to a third party
commercial financial company, aalso known as a “factor”. The factor advances cash to the business prior to payments
of the accounts receivables
bles so that the business can received cash more quickly than it would by waiting 30-60 days
for a customer payment.
13
Unbilled – Also known as “delivered”. The amount for electricity delivered to a customer but not yet billed due to
a delay in the meter reading. Pursuant to the MFA, Forest was to advance 85% of this amount to PPG.
14
Billed – The total amount invoiced to a customer for electricity received, based on a meter reading. Pursuant to
the MFA, Forest was to advance 90% of this amount to PPG.
15
The documents I obtained could not distinguish whether Accounts were Billed or Unbilled. For the purpose of my
assignment, I considered all Accounts to be Billed and advanced on at 90%, as the difference if they were Unbilled
is immaterial to my calculation.
16
I was unable to quantify what accounts, if any, were rejected by Forest. I assumed that 100% of the accounts were
either factored or passed through to PPG.
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deducting their discount fee17 and processing fee,18 and minus any returns, credits, unpaid
accounts more than 90 days outstanding,19 liabilities, etc.
37. Forest also agreed to provide PPG with a portion of the funds required to collateralize the ISOs
for the purchase of electricity (mentioned in paragraph 18). According to section 1 of the Rider to
the MFA dated May 21, 2012, Forest had discretion to provide up to 50% of the required cash
collateral to be maintained with the ISOs until November 22, 2013.
38. Beginning on November 22, 2013, pursuant to the Second Amendment to
o the Master Factoring
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Agreement, Forest was required to provide 75% of the required cash collateral
going
ollateral
eral ggo
g forward.
forwar
PPG agreed
agreed to pay
p interest
39. As stated in paragraph 3 of the Rider to the MFA dated May 21,, 2012, PP
o 17% plus th
p icabl
icable bbase rate of
to Forest on the cash collateral provided by Forest, equal to
thee app
applicable
3.25%, for a total of 20.25%.

17

Discount Fee – Per section 2.1 of the MFA, a fee based on the number of days from Forest’s acceptance of an
account to the collection of funds. Fees range from 1.10% to over 3.30% of the net face value of the account.
18
Processing Fee – Also known as the fee on advanced funds. Per section 2.2 of the MFA, the processing fee is 2%
plus the Applicable Base Rate (the greater of 3.25% or the prime rate per the Wall Street Journal) of the Advanced
Funds.
19
I was unable to quantify the repurchase of accounts, if any, with outstanding balances over 90 days. However, if
accounts were repurchased, and therefore not actually factored, Forest still had the obligation to pass through 100%
of customer payments to PPG.
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VI.

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES & FINDINGS

40. I performed analytical procedures on certain relevant data related to the factoring and cash
collateral obligations in accordance to the MFA, as enumerated below. The data I relied on was
provided to me by the defendant. I am waiting to receive data from the plaintiffs which I have
been told will be forthcoming in future discovery. I reserve my right to revise my findings and
analysis upon receipt of such data. I have preliminarily determined that the amount due and
owing to PPG from Forest is approximately $1,220,000. See supporting Exhibits A through D-3.
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41. I have summarized the relevant data utilized in my analysis in Exhibitss D-1 throu
through D-3.
thro

CALCULATION OF AMOUNTS DUE/OWING TO PPG
PG - FAC
ACTORING
A
ORING
PROCEDURES & FINDINGS
GS
S FOR
O UTILITIES
TIES REFLE
EFLECTED
EF
CTED
ED IN EC
ECI
E

CUSTOMER BILLINGS - UTILITIES
ITIE REF
ITIES
EFLECTED
CTED
TED IN
N EC
ECII
E

42. I reviewed the Bill Chargee Class
Clas report
port200 obtai
obtained
obta
d from th
the E
ECI system, which reflected the
hee custome
custom
do
electricity and sales tax billed to the
customers. PP
PPG downlo
downloaded this excel file from ECI, under
he amounts
am
amounts byy month from
fr
my supervision. I summed the
January 2013 through December 2013.
riod
d for my analysis
analys
ysis
is should
shou have extended to January 2014.
However, the relevant period

ass report
repor fo
43. The Bill Charge Class
forr January 22014 was unavailable. PPG attempted to log in to ECI,
he January
Janua 2014
14 Bill Charge
C
and downloadd the
Class report. PPG was locked out of the system for
wn reason, and
and could not
no obtain the required report. I was advised that by January 2014,
an unknown
y sell
sselling
ing electric
electri
PPG was only
electricity to customers for three out of the thirteen Utilities mentioned in
ustome of the three Utilities being serviced were from Delmarva, Con Ed, and
the MFA. The customer
customers
NYSEG. I asked PPG to make reasonable estimates as to their billing volume related to those
customers for Jan
January 2014. PPG estimated that the Delmarva billing in January 2014 should be
similar to what was billed in December 2013. Electricity billed in December 2013 for Delmarva
was $140,165, and taxes billed were $0. PPG estimated that for Con Ed and NYSEG, 50% of
December 2013 would be a reasonable estimate for the January 2014 billings, after considering
20

The Bill Charge Class report is an excel file generated in the ECI system. It reflects the electricity charges, taxes,
and other fees, categorized by customer, utility, and service end date.
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PPG’s customer retention rate related to those utilities. Therefore I utilized 50% of what was
billed as reflected in the Bill Charge Class Report for December 2013 as a proxy for January
2014, resulting in $165,131 for electricity billed, and $10,677 for taxes billed. See Table 1.
Table 1

Summary of Billings to Utilities Reflected in ECI
Electricity Billed Taxes Billed
$

Total Billings to Utilities Reflected in ECI

$

15,159,849
849
49
140,165
40,165
,165
165,131

$

15,465,145
15,465,145

$

381,557
5577
10,677
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ECI Charge Class report
Delmarva January 2014
Con Ed/NYSEG January 2014

392,234
39
392,

44. The total electricity billed for the Utilities
tilities ref
rreflected
d in ECI w
was
as $15,465,145
$15,465
$15,465,14
and the taxes billed
an 3 on Ex
hi
hibit
D-1. In aaccordance
acc
were equal to $392,234, see items 1 and
Exhibit
with the MFA I
ould have
hav advanced
dvanced
anced P
G 90% of th
tthe electricity billed, totaling
calculated that Forest should
PPG
2
See lines
line A and B on Exhibit B.
li
$3 ,234 taxes bbilled.
d 21
$13,918,631, and 100% of the $392,234

CUSTOMER PAYMENTS - UTILIT
TILITIES
LIT ES REFLECTED
FLECTED
LECTED IN ECI

45. PPG provided me with
ith
h the Rec
Receiv
Received
ved Remitt
Remitta
Remittance report22 from the ECI system, which reflected
ments
nts that were
we
w e received
eceived from the Utilities by Forest. PPG downloaded this excel
all customer payments
file from ECI,
CI, under my
m supervision.
supervision
upervisio I totaled these payments by month from January 2013
nuary
ary 2015
20
$$15,993,297. I determined that certain adjustments were required
through January
2015, totaling $1
xes and
nd other aadjustments were specifically related to the Connecticut Utilities. See
as related to taxes
explanations and Table 2 in paragraphs 46 through 49.

46. As mentioned in Footnote 21, the Received Remittance report did not segregate cash receipts
from the sale of electricity from cash receipts for taxes. I have assumed for the purpose of my
analysis that all taxes billed were collected and included in the total cash receipts reported in the
21

I utilized the taxes billed as a proxy for taxes paid because the Received Remittance report did not segregate
customer payments for taxes.
22
The Received Remittance report is an excel file generated in the ECI system. It reflects the customer payments
made to the Utilities for PPG, categorized by amount, payment date, and utility.
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Received Remittance report. I reclassified the $392,234 reflected as taxes billed in ECI out of
cash receipts reflected in the Received Remittance report to properly reflect cash receipts for the
sale of electricity. This adjustment is necessary because taxes are a 100% pass through, and
customer payments for electricity are passed through at 10% less fees.
47. As mentioned before, PPG was provided excel spreadsheets on a monthly basis for electricity
payments received from the customers of the Connecticut Utilities (CLP & UI).
ct
48. I was also provided with a printout from PPG’s QuickBooks file, reflecting
payments for UI
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ceived
ved R
Re
ttance
tance rrep
customers only, for 2013. Based on my review of the ECI Received
Remittance
report,
und the foll
owing:
wing:
Connecticut Utilities spreadsheets, and the QuickBooks report, I found
following:

x

x

CLP
x

For CLP, I reviewed the Received Remittance
mittance
mitta
nce repo
report
ort and the C
Connecticut Utilities
spreadsheets for customer
reconciled to each other for
mer
er payments.
paym
payme
These two ssources
ources
rces rec
reconc
January 2013 through
September 2013,
November
December 2013.
gh Septemb
013 Novem
Nov
berr and Dece
De

x

flect CLP’s
CLP’ October 201
CLP
ustomer paym
ECI did not reflect
2013 customer
payment. The spreadsheet reflected
ment forr CLP customers
cust
custo ers in October
Octobe 2013. I included this amount in
Octo
$228,735 as payment
note
ote A on E
ibit D-2.
my analysis, see footnote
Exhibit

x

As part of my reconcilia
reconciliation
found that a portion of the CLP payments from
onci ti I also fou
foun
2012 were improperly
posted
2013. I removed the $395,075 of payments that were
mproperly
operly ppos
ed
d in 2013
improperlyy posted in 2013.
2013..

UI
x

For U
UI, I reviewed the Received Remittance report, the Connecticut Utilities
spreadsheets,
preads
re
ets, and the QuickBooks report for customer payments. The three sources
reconciled
2013 through September 2013. The spreadsheets were missing
nciled
led for
or January
Ja
J
UI’s
November and December 2013 customer payments. ECI and UI’s QuickBooks
I’s Novem
reconciled for UI customers’ payments in November and December 2013.
report rec
reco

x

ECII and the spreadsheets were missing UI’s October 2013 customer payments. UI’s
QuickBooks printout reflected $13,385 as payment for UI customers in October
2013. I included this amount in my analysis, see footnote A on Exhibit D-2.

x

ECI and the QuickBooks report were missing UI’s January 2014 customer payment.
UI’s spreadsheets reflected $21,980 as payment for January 2014. I included this
amount in my analysis, see footnote A on Exhibit D-2.
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x

In addition, when reconciling the ECI Received Remittance Report, the spreadsheets,
and QuickBooks report, I found duplicate postings of UI customer payments in ECI.
There were 9 duplicate payments totaling $78,566 posted in ECI, which I did not
include in my analysis.

x

As part of my reconciliation I also found that a portion of the UI payments from 2012
were improperly posted in 2013. I removed the $25,978 of payments that were
improperly posted in 2013.

49. In making my assumptions with regards to adjustments to cash receipts, I used the best evidence
available as of the time of the preparation of this report. Should future discovery provide
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additional evidence, I reserve the right to update my analysis.
Table 2

Summary of Payments
nts to Utilities
es Reflected
eflecte iin
n ECI
CI

Custom Payments
Customer

ECI Received Remittance
ce report
Less: Tax Adjustment
nt

$

15,993,297
(392,234)

Subtotal

$

15,601,063

Conecticut Utilities Adjustments
- see par
para.49
Adju
dj stme
CLP October 20133 payment
paymen nott recorded in
i ECI
CLP 2012 payments
yments
ents posted in ECI in 22013
UI Octoberr 2013
payment
recorded in ECI
013 pay
payment not recor
UI January
payment
recorded in ECI
uary
ary 2014 pay
ment
nt not rec
UI duplicate
uplicate
plicate postings
posti
po ngss in ECI
payments
UI 2012 paym
pa
ents poste
posted in ECI in 2013

$

228,735
(395,075)
13,385
21,980
(78,566)
(25,978)

Total C
Connecticut
Utilities Adjustments
onnec
ne cut U
Rounding
nding

$

(235,519)
5

Total
al Payments
P
Pa
to Utilities Reflected in ECI

$

15,365,549
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50. Customer payments for the Utilities reflected in ECI totaled $15,365,549, see item 5 on Exhibit
D-2. Pursuant to the MFA, I calculated that Forest should have sent PPG 10% of the customer
payments received, totaling $1,536,555.23 See line C on Exhibit B.

PROCEDURES & FINDINGS FOR LIPA
CUSTOMER BILLINGS - LIPA
51. As mentioned before, PPG was responsible for the billing and collection process for its LIPA
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customers.

billin data
data sent fro
from LIPA
52. I was granted access to the Bill Generator, which reflected all off thee billing
upp ier. I use
to PPG, related to the customers that chose PPG as theirr electricity ssupplier.
used the Bill
es tax bille
billed for
f Non-A
Non-Aut
Generator to obtain the LIPA electricity billed an
and sales
Non-Auto-Pay customers
3 through
hrough O
ober 2013.24
on a weekly basis from January 2013
October

53. LIPA electricity billed totaled $9,331,370.
$9,331,3
$9,331,37
Seee item
ite 2 on
on Exhibit DD
D-1. In accordance with the
rest should
shou have
avee advanced
advan
o the electricity billed, totaling
MFA I calculated that Forest
PPG 90% of
$8,398,233. See line D on Exhibit
xhib B.

CUSTOMER PAYMENTS - LIPA
A

54. I relied on PPG’s LIPA
PA
A Daily Worksheets
Wo
W rksheets
sheets to categorize the customer payments (PPG’s Supply
ax,
x, and LIPA
LIP Pass
ss Throu
Charge, Sales tax,
Through, see paragraph 31) deposited into the Lockbox. The
bank statements
ments only reflected
rreflected
ted total
total deposits; I relied on the LIPA Daily Worksheets to separate
its into tthe aforementi
the deposits
aforementioned categories. I was provided with the LIPA Lockbox bank
om December
Dec
ec mber 2013 through May 2014. I attempted to reconcile the deposits
statements from
reflected on the LIPA D
Daily Worksheets to the deposits in the Lockbox bank statements.

in the deposits I found that the amount of customer payments that were deposited
ing
55. When reconciling
into the Lockbox were less than the deposits reflected on the LIPA Daily Worksheets. Deposits
reflected on LIPA Daily Worksheets totaled $10,622,169, and deposits in the bank totaled
$9,187,670, resulting in a difference of $1,434,499. See items 8, 9, and 10 on Exhibit D-2. I am

23
24

I calculated the fee’s that Forest was to deduct separately.
PPG’s business with LIPA and its customers ceased in October 2013.
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not aware at this time of any cash received related to LIPA payments other than the cash
deposited in the LIPA Lockbox Citibank account. I am currently unable to reconcile why the
difference of $1,434,499 occurred. As an interim measure, I offset the $1,434,499 difference
against the LIPA Pass Through amount of $3,630,489 (see item 7 on Exhibit D-2) as reflected
on the LIPA Daily Worksheets, to arrive at a revised LIPA Pass Through of $2,195,990. See line
E on Exhibit B. It may be necessary to revise my report if I receive any evidence indicating that
there were additional cash sources paid to Forest related to LIPA, which have not been remitted
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to PPG
1599 (item 6 onn Exhibit D
56. Customer payments related PPG’s Supply Charge totaled $6,520,159
D-2)
-1). Pursu
Pur
ant to the M
and the Sales tax received was $471,521 (item 4 on Exhibitt D-1).
Pursuant
MFA, I
paym
pay
mentss rece
receive totaling
calculated that Forest should have sent PPG 10% of the customer payments
received,
521 taxes
tax received.
ived. See lline
lines F and G oon Exhibit B.
$652,016,25 as well as 100% of the $471,521
57. I performed an additional proceduree related the
Lockbox statements reflected
th LIPA
PA activity.
activity The
activ
he Lock
Lockbo
bank fees and returned deposits
customers.
ts to cust
custom
rs. PP
PPG
G was
was responsible
responsible
ponsible for
f the bank fees, and Forest
should not owe PPG money
payments
oney for ccustomer
tomer
mer paym
nts that wer
were returned to the customer. I
adjusted my analysis for these
amounts.
totaled $107,130. See line H on Exhibit
se am
unts. This aadjustment
stment tot
totale
B.

PROCEDURES
CEDURE & FINDIN
INDINGS FOR OTHER ISSUES

FOREST’S PAYMENTS
MENTS
NTS TO PP
PPG
G

58. Subsequentt to calculating
calcul
calculatin
ng what Forest
For owed to PPG as a result of the factoring activities related to
Fo
nE
ECI orr LIPA
LIPA, I computed the total funds that Forest actually sent to PPG’s bank
the Utilities in
accounts.

59. I traced the amounts
paid from Forest to PPG’s checking account and payroll account bank
amo
amoun
statements (collectively known as “Citibank”) between January 2013 and January 2014. The total
payments Forest made directly to PPG totaled $19,318,152, see item 11 on Exhibit D-3. I
subtracted the funds that Forest transferred to PPG’s Citibank accounts from the $27,458,050 that
was owed as a result of the activity with the Utilities in ECI and LIPA. See line I on Exhibit B.
25

I calculated the fee’s that Forest was to deduct separately.
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PPG’S ELECTRICITY PAID BY FOREST
60. As mentioned previously, during 2013 Forest commenced making payments directly to the ISOs
for electricity purchases, on behalf of PPG. PPG provided me with invoices from the ISOs for
electricity, as well as excel spreadsheets reflecting the activity with the ISOs, and the ISOs’ bank
statements
61. The excel spreadsheets (“ISO Excels”) were created by PPG, and reflected electricity payments,
ra
rac
o
paid for by either PPG or by Forest on behalf of PPG, to the ISO. I traced
and reconciled
a
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ated to thee purcha
purchase of
substantial portion of the payments reflected in the ISO Excels related
d payment
payments re
mitted to the ISO
electricity, to the ISOs’ invoices billed to PPG, and the related
remitted
sampli
from PPG’s Citibank account statements. I determined, based on m
my sampling,
that the
acc
accou
G, accurately
accur
accurately reflec
reflect
d th
payments to the ISOs from the Citibank accounts
by PPG,
reflected
the amount of
ed by PPG that
at any amount
amo
not
ot paid by P
electricity PPG purchased. I was advised
PPG for electricity
calc
on, I det
determ
mined
ed that Fo
was paid by Forest. As a result off this ca
calculation,
determined
Forest was entitled to a
electric
n beha
G, in the aamount of $6,007,244. See
credit for the amounts it paid for electr
electricity on
behalf of PPG,
m 12 in E
Ex
it D-3.
line J in Exhibit B and item
Exhibit

YANKEE GAS CUSTOMER PAYMENTS
MENTS NOT REM
EMITTED
TT
TTED
BY FOREST TO PPG

62. The Amended Schedule A of the MFA
MF
M A removes Yankee Gas as an account to be factored by
d me that Ya
nkee
ee Gas forwarded approximately $425,000 of funds from
Forest. PPG advised
Yankee
PG customers
custom
customer to Forest, after its removal from the MFA.26 I also have been
Yankee Gas’ PPG
has nnot passed tthose unfactored payments through to PPG. See line K on
advised thatt Forest ha
Exhibit B.. At this point
information with regard to the Yankee Gas transactions. I
point I have limited
li
ubseq
se uent discovery will support PPG’s contention. If not, I will revise my
anticipate thatt ssubsequent
findings.

26

PPG advised me that Northeast Utilities owned CLP and Yankee Gas. It appears that Northeast Utilities sent all of
the money they owed PPG to Forest for its activity pertaining to CLP and Yankee Gas, even though Yankee Gas
money should have been sent directly to PPG.
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DISCOUNT AND PROCESSING FEES OWING TO FOREST
63. I calculated the Discount Fee and Processing fee PPG owed to Forest in accordance with the
terms stated in the MFA. Per the MFA, the Discount Fee was calculated as a percentage of the
total electricity bill, including taxes. The Discount Fee percentage varied based on the amount of
time it took to collect a customer’s payment. The Processing Fee was calculated as 2% plus the
Applicable Base Rate of 3.25%, totaling 5.25%, of the advanced funds that Forest agreed to pay
to PPG. The fees run from the date of acceptance of an Account to the date of collection of the
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Account in full, including taxes.
64. I used the ECI and LIPA records for the monthly billings and customer
payments
calculate the
tomer
mer pay
payme
nts to calculat
period that a month’s invoices were outstanding. I subtracted
monthly custom
ted
ed the mont
month
customer ppayments
from the monthly total billing amount to determine
if thee current
month’s
was
eter
eterm
urrent m
mon
th’ss bill w
as ppaid in full. If
there was still a balance due on the billings,
applied
month’s
customer payments to it.
llings, I ap
app
ed the next m
onth’s
th’s custom
cus
If customer payments were more than
an that month’s
m
’s billings,
billing I applied
plied th
the eexcess payments to the
next month’s billings.

65. The Discount Fee is equal to
o $94,365;
$94,
; see line L on
n Exhibit B
B.

66. The Processing Fee is equal to $277,924,
Exhibit
B.
$27
2 7,924 seee line
ne M E
h

67. As a result of the procedures
mentioned
above, I have calculated that Forest owes PPG
rocedures
cedures m
me
ntioned
ned aab
$2,185,364 as it relates
of the MFA. This calculation does not reflect
elates
es to the Factoring
Factoring
oring obligation
oob
interest, as it will be det
determined
determ
ined
d by the court.

Please see Exhibits
hibits A and B for tthe results of this analysis.

CASH COLLATERAL
TERAL
ERAL PROVIDED BY FOREST TO THE ISOS

69. PPG was required
uir to maintain cash collateral on deposit with the ISOs in order for PPG to
uired
purchase electricity from the ISOs. The ISOs held these funds in bank accounts designated for
PPG, which each ISO controlled, at Blackrock and TD Bank.
70. PPG provided me with collateral bank statements for NEISO, NYISO, and PJM for the period of
January 2013 through July 2014, as well as the aforementioned ISO Excels.
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71. The ISO Excels reflected cash collateral paid by, and redemptions of collateral paid to, either
PPG or Forest on behalf of PPG. I traced and reconciled a substantial portion of the cash
collateral payments, as well as the redemptions of collateral reflected in the ISOs Excels, to the
ISOs bank statements, and the PPG Citibank account statements. I determined that the ISO
Excels accurately reflected the collateral amount that was either owing to PPG or Forest.
72. The opening balance at January 1, 2013 for the amount due Forest for outstanding cash collateral
with PPG was $139,727 per the 2012 Audit confirmation letter. Based on my procedures I found
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n co
col
aym
m
that, from January 1, 2013 to April 1, 2014, Forest made $1,634,857 in
collateral payments
to
utstandin amount
ount ow
owed to
the ISOs, and received $810,000 in redemptions from the ISOs. The outstanding
m 13 on
o Exhibit D-3.
D
Forest for cash collateral is $964,584. See Exhibit C and item
This
calculation does not reflect interest, as it will be determined by the court.
ults of this aanalysis.
lysis.
sis.
Please see Exhibits A and C for the results

VII.

SUMMA
UMMARY
Y AND CO
ONCLUSION
LUSION
SION

74. Based on a review of the documents
cum ts set forth in Appendix A and the analyses described above
oughh D-3, it
i iss my opi
op
i that Forest owes $1,220,000 to PPG as
ion
and presented in Exhibits A through
opinion
a result of Forest’s alleged defaults
faults of its repa
repayment
ymen obligations pursuant to the Master Factoring
Agreement.

Respectfully submitted,
ted,,

Alan A. Schachter CPA·ABV·CFF, CVA, CFE
June 9, 2015

Appendix A
Documents and Information Considered

1. Master Factoring Agreement between People’s Power & Gas LLC and Forest Capital
LLC.
2. Letter from Attorney Daniel Casagrande to Attorney Coan dated October 15, 2014.
3. Complaint filed against David Pearsall dated May 22, 2014.
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4. PPG’s Citibank accounts bank statements from January 2013- April
2014.
ril 2014
5. EC Infosystems Billing Charge Class report.
6. EC Infosystems Receive Remittance report.

7. EC Infosystems Accounts Receivables Aging
Agi report.
8. PPG’s Connecticut Utilities spreadsheets.
sheets.
heets
9. UI QuickBooks Income Report for 2013
2013.
10. PPG’s LIPA Bill Generator.
r.

11. PPG’s LIPA Daily Worksheets.
sheets
sheets.

12. PPG’s LIPA Lockbox Citibank bank state
statements
December 2012 – May 2014.
st
at ments from D
13. Correspondence with Utilities
customers.
ies ccu
t
tom
s.
14. UMAC collections e-mail.
mail..

15. NYISO TD Bank account
statements
count st
state
ements
ents from January 2013 – January 2014.

16. PJM Blackrock
bank
statements from April 2013 – January 2014.
k account ba
nk statem
stateme

17. NEISO Blackrock
account
lackrock
ckrock acc
ount ban
bank statements from December 2012 – July 2014.
18. PPG’s ISO excel
xc spreadsheets.
spreadshee
readshe

19. Invoices from
m the
he ISOs
ISO to PPG for electricity purchases.

20. Stout, Causey
Horning, P.A.’s 2012 audit confirmation letter.
sey & Ho

DRAFT
ATTORNEYCLIENTPRIVILEGED

ExhibitA

People'sPower&Gas,LLC
CalculationSummary

Dueto/(from)PPG
ExhibitB CalculationoftheAmountsDue/OwingtoPPGͲFactoring
ExhibitC CashCollateralProvidedbyForestOwedbyPPG

$2,185,364
(964,584)
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TotalduetoPPG $
1,220,781
$
0

Total due to PPG (Rounded)
ded)) $

1,220,000
,220,00

DRAFT
ATTORNEYCLIENTPRIVILEGED

ExhibitB

People'sPower&Gas,LLC
CalculationoftheAmountsDue/OwingtoPPGͲFactoring
DetailonExhibitD
ItemNumber

53
55
56
56
57

Line
ECIActivity
(A) ElectricityBilled
(B) TaxesBilled
(C) CustomerPaymentsReceivedbyForest

(D)
(E)
(F)
(G)
(H)

LIPAActivity
ElectricityBilled
LIPAPassthroughfunds
CustomerElectricityPaymentsReceived
TaxesCollected
LockboxReturnedDeposits&BankFees

1
3
5

Rate

$ 15,465,145 @90%
 392,234 @100%
 15,365,549 @10%
FundsduetoPPGfromECIactivity

2
=7Ͳ10
6
4

$ 9,331,370
 2,195,990
 6,520,159
 471,521

$13,918,631
392,234
1,536,555
$15,847,419

@90%
@100%
@10%
10
@ 100%
@100%

$8,398,233
2,195,990
652,016
5
471,52
471,521
(107,130
(107,130)
m LIPA
A activity
acti
FundsduetoPPGfromLIPAactivity
$11,610,631
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Paragraph
44
44
50

Amount

ECII and LIPA ac vity
ty $
$ 27,4
27,458
FundsDuetoPPGfromForestforECIandLIPAactivity
27,458,050

59
61

LessPaymentsfromForest
(I) Forest'sPaymentstoPPG
(J) PPG'sElectricitypaidbyForest

11
12

$(19,318,152)
(6,007,244)
Total
ot P yments
ments from Fo
TotalPaymentsfromForest
$(25,325,396)

du to PPG m Forest
due
orest be e iscellaneous
ellaneo ad
AmountduetoPPGfromForestbeforemiscellaneousadjustments
$2,132,654

62
65
66

tments
MiscellaneousAdjustments
(K) YankeeGasCustomerPaymentsNotRemittedbyForesttoPPG
Not mitted by For
Not
PPG
(L) DiscountFeeforOutstandingDays
(M) ProcessingFeeonAdvancedFunds
T
TotalMiscellaneousAdjustments

$425,000
(94,365)
(277,924)
$52,710

FundsDuetoPPGfromForestRelatingtotheMFA
Fu
nds Due to P
$2,185,364 ExhibitA

NOTES:
*Thiscalculationdoesnotreflectinterest,whichwillbedeterminedbytheCourt.
erest,
est, which wil be determin
bank
nk fees per
p th LIPA
PA Lockbo
Lockb
(H)TotalreturneddepositsandbankfeespertheLIPALockboxbankstatements.
G.
(K)EstimatedamountperPPG.
accordance
cor
with the MFA
MF
(L)DiscountFeecalculatedinaccordancewiththeMFA.
accor
cc an with
wit the
th
(M)ProcessingFeecalculatedinaccordancewiththeMFA.
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ExhibitC
People'sPower&Gas,LLC

CashCollateralProvidedbyForestOwedbyPPG

$139,727

ForestCollateralPaymentsMadetotheISOs
11/22/13PaidbyForest
12/4/13PaidbyForest
12/5/13PaidbyForest
12/17/13PaidbyForest
12/23/13PaidbyForest
12/24/13PaidbyForest

$ 120,339
 211,444
 400,000
 385,850
50
 150,000
0,000
000
 367,224
7,224

TotalCollateralPaymentsMadetotheISOs

$
1,634,857

1,634,8
5

RedemptionsSenttoForest
1/8/14RedemptiontoForest
est
st
3/7/14RedemptiontoForest
Forest

$
$
  (525,000)
525,00

 (285,0
(285
(285,000)

TotalRedemptionsReceivedbyForest
by Forest

$
(810,000)
$
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1/1/13Forest'sOpeningCashCollateralBalance
pertheAuditConfirmationLetter

CashCollateralFundsOwedtoForest
unds
nd Owe to F res
rest $
$
964,584 ExhibitA

*Thiscalculationdoesnotreflectinterest,whichwillbedeterminedbytheCourt.
ct interest,
interes
hich
ch will be
b
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ExhibitDͲ1

People'sPower&Gas,LLC
DataSetͲBillingsandSalesTaxCollected

TAXES

BILLEDELECTRICITY

PERIOD

(1)
ECIUtilities
$134,221
$227,305
$362,617
$453,075
$528,334
$976,141
$1,242,285
$1,841,090
$2,045,777
$1,550,242
$2,512,509
$3,286,254
$305,296
$ Ͳ
$15,465,145

(3)
ECITaxes
Billed
$ 6,208
$ 9,130
$11,801
$14,775
$17,145
$32,911
$43,755
$50,479
79
2,561
561
$52,561
6,009
$36,009
$ 
 49,500
49,50
$
$
 57,281
57,2
$
$
 10,677
1
10,6
7
$
$
$
Ͳ
$ 392,234
234
$

(4)
LIPASales
Tax
Collected
$6,000
$18,173
$29,196
$88,876
$55,964
$51,119
$
$ 55,134
34
$
$ 73,252
3,252
52
$ 55,023
$
$
 26,951
6,951
$
$ 
 6,127
6,1
$
$
5,1
$
5,110
$ 598
$
$
$
Ͳ
$471,521
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January2013
February2013
March2013
April2013
May2013
June2013
July2013
August2013
September2013
October2013
November2013
December2013
January2014
PostJanuary2014

(2)
LIPA
(NonͲAutoͲPay)
$211,568
$837,615
$ 1,885,117
$ 1,341,830
$887,087
$879,013
$ 1,108,601
$ 1,075,227
$659,469
$445,843
$ Ͳ


$
Ͳ
$

$
Ͳ
$

Ͳ
$
$
331,370
$
9,331,370

illed for the
th
omers
ers o he
he Ut itiess reflected
reflecte i
(1) ElectricitybilledforthecustomersoftheUtilitiesreflectedinECIpertheBill
ChargeClassreportfromtheECISystem.
Class report f
thee ECI Syst
y bill
or LIPA custo
pe the
per
th Bill Ge
(2) ElectricitybilledforLIPAcustomerspertheBillGenerator.
(3)

TaxesbilledforthecustomersofUtilitiesreflectedinECIpertheBillCharge
ed for
o he cu
ers of Utilit
ClassreportfromtheECISystem.
eport
rt from
fro
CII System.

les tax collecte for the LIPA
(4) SalestaxcollectedfortheLIPAcustomers,pertheLIPADailyWorksheets.
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ExhibitDͲ2

People'sPower&Gas,LLC
DataSetͲCustomerPayments

January2013
February2013
March2013
April2013
May2013
June2013
July2013
August2013
September2013
October2013
November2013
December2013
January2014
PostJanuary2014

CUSTOMERELECTRICITYPAYMENTS

(5)
ECIUtilities
$180,951
$207,829
$217,690
$293,812
$385,389
$611,618
$927,761
$1,089,180
$1,715,463
$1,792,632 (A)
$1,509,367
$2,274,807
$2,146,686 (A)
$2,012,364
$15,365,549

(6)
LIPAͲPPG's
SupplyCharge
$138,552
$263,064
$379,441
$ 1,228,576
$850,684
$644,668
$805,940
$892,817
$738,448
$413,362
$ 95,048
$ 56,455
$ 10,807
$ 2,297
$ 6,520,159
159

(7)
LIPAPass
Through
$ 112,805
$ 195,726
$ 217,280
$ 656,974
$ 447,041
$ 416,859
$ 544,848
$ 707,461
$ 242,820
$ 78,074
$ 10,602
$
Ͳ


$
Ͳ
$

$
Ͳ
$
$
$ 3,630,489
3 0,489

LIPAPassThrough
(8)
TotalLIPA
(9)
Lockbox
LIPALockbox
Deposits
BankDeposit
$ 257,357 $217,894
$ 476,963 $443,893
$ 625,917 $622,227
$1,974,425 $1,874,565
$1,353,689 $1,126,652
$1,112,645 $

924,876
9
92
1,125
1,125,9
$1,405,922 $1,125,999
$1,673,530
0 $
$1,327,970
1,327
1,327,97
$1,036,291
,291
91 $
$
 938,380
938 380
$ 518,387
8,387 $
$
 430,908
30,908
0,908
$
 111,777 $
$  80,903
0,903
$

 61,565
61,56 $
 57,975
57 75
$
$
$
 11,404
1
11,40
$
 11,404
11
11,40
$
2,297
$

2 297 $
$
 4,024
4,
$
$
 10,622,169
1 22,169
10,
69 $
$9,187,670
9,1

(10)=(8)Ͳ(9)
Differencein
LIPADeposits
$ 39,462
$ 33,070
$ 3,690
$ 99,861
$ 227,036
$
 187,770
$ 279,923
27
$
$
$
 345,560
34
345,
$
97,911
$

9
$
87,479
$
$
30,874
$
$
3,590
$
$ Ͳ
$ (1,727)
$ 1,434,499
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PERIOD

mers electric
elect
payments
men or
or the Utilities
ities reflecte
refle
(5) PPG'scustomerselectricitypaymentsfortheUtilitiesreflectedinECIpertheReceive
Remittancereport,netofadjustmentsmadefortaxesandtheConnecticutUtilities.
ce report,
repo n
adjustments
justments
de for
or taxes
axes and
amount in
amounts
e CLP
LP and UI
U
omer
me electricit
(A) TheseamountsincludeCLPandUIcustomerelectricitypaymentsreceivedthatwerenot
in EC
nnecticut
necticut Uti
Ut
s payments not
reflectedinECI.ConnecticutUtilitiespaymentsnotreflectedinECItotaled$259,059
($228,735+$13,385+$21,980).
385+$21,980
me electric
upply
ply paym
pay nt
(6) PPG'scustomerselectricitysupplypaymentscollectedfortheLIPAcustomers,pertheLIPA
DailyWorksheets.
rksheets
ee
s customers
ustomers electricity
city paym
(7) PPG'scustomerselectricitypaymentsforLIPA'sdistributioncharges,pertheLIPADaily
rksheets.
Worksheets.
Per
er the LIPA
P aily Workshe
Worksh
(8)
8) PertheLIPADailyWorksheets,customerpaymentdeposits(PPG'sSupplyCharge,Salestax,
and LIPA
LI P ss Through)
andLIPAPassThrough)totaled$10,622,169.
Pe th LIPA
Per
PA Lockbo
Lockb
(9) PertheLIPALockboxbankstatements,customerpaymentdepositstotaled$9,187,670.

(10)
(10 ThisisthedifferencebetweenthecustomerpaymentdepositsintheLIPALockboxbank
This is the d
statementsandtheLIPADailyWorksheets.
teme
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ExhibitDͲ3

People'sPower&Gas,LLC
DataSetͲPaymentsfromForestDirectlyToandOnBehalfofPPG

PERIOD
(11)
MoneySentto
PPGfromForest
$1,207,071
$1,430,895
$ 847,943
$1,231,457
$1,436,187
$1,732,849
$4,049,081
$2,876,902
$1,878,325
$1,556,246
$ 739,573
$ 222,184
$ 109,437
37
$Ͳ
$ 19,318,152
,318,152

(12)
ElectricityPaid
DirectlybyForest
$ Ͳ
$ 148,877
$ Ͳ
$ Ͳ
$ Ͳ
$ Ͳ
$ Ͳ
$ Ͳ
$ 628,982
$ 698,667
$ 877,852
$
3,500,667
$
67
$
152,199
$
2,199
,199
$
$
 Ͳ
$
$
 6,007,244

(13)
CollateralPaid
Directlyby/(to)
Forest
$ 139,727 (B)
$Ͳ
$Ͳ
$Ͳ
$Ͳ
$Ͳ
$
Ͳ
$

 Ͳ
$

Ͳ
$

Ͳ
$
$
 120,339
120,3
20,3 9
$
$
 1,514,518
1
1,51
,518
18
$
$ (525,000)
525,000)
5,000)
$
$
 (285,000)
285,000
$
$  964,584
964,58
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January2013
February2013
March2013
April2013
May2013
June2013
July2013
August2013
September2013
October2013
November2013
December2013
January2014
PostJanuary2014

FORESTPAYMENTS

(11) Total
TotalmoneyForestdepositedintoPPG'sCitibankaccounts.
mone
rest deposite
o PPG's
PG's Citiban
Citib

(12) ThepaymentsForestmadetotheISOsonbehalfofPPGforthepurchase
The
ments Forest
e to the ISOs
SO o
ofelectricity.
ctricity.
tricity.
e c sh
h collat
payments
yments re
(13) ThecashcollateralpaymentsForestmadetotheISOsonbehalfofPPG.
The begin
eg ing outstandi
(B) ThebeginningoutstandingbalanceforForest'scashcollateralpayments
perthe2012Auditconfirmletter.
per the 2012
12 Audit co
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IN THE UNITED STATESDISTRICTCOURT
FOR THE DISTRICTOF MARYLAND

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

FORESTCAPITAL, LLC,
Plaintiff
v.
DAVID PEARSALL
Defendant

Civil Case No. 1:14-cv-01670-JFM

DEFENDANT DAVID PEARSALL'SMOTIONS FOR SANCTIONS

1.

Defendant David Pearsall, moves for sanctions awarding attorney's

fees and costs incurred in

defending this action against Plaintiff Forest Capital, LLCand Plaintiffs

counsel Jeremy S.

Friedberg, Pierce C. Murphy and Jeffrey A. Wurst pursuant to this Courts' inherent power, under
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and under 28 U.S. Code Sec. 1927.

2.

Sanctions for bad faith litigation are well founded. It is a codified aspect of the rules of this
court, Fed. Rules Civ. Pro. 11, that when a party fails to use best "knowledge,

information,

and

belief' to avoid claims for the purpose of harassing, delaying, or creating burdensome or
frivolous litigation and arguments. Parties and their counsel further certify that allegations
made, to their best knowledge will have evidentiary
3.

Alternatively,

support.

following 28 U.S. Code Sec. 1927, any attorney or other person admitted to

conduct cases in any court of the United States or any Territory thereof who so multiplies the
proceedings in any case may be required by the court to satisfy personally the excess costs,
expenses, and attorneys'

4.

As an additional

fees reasonably incurred because of such conduct.

source of authority,

in Roadway Express, Inc. v. Piper, 447 U.S. 752, 766 (1980)

the Supreme Court in Roadway Express recognized the inherent power of courts to directly
sanction attorneys who litigate in bad faith or abuse the litigation system. This decision
expressly grants courts the power to assess those expenses against counsel who willfully
judicial processes.

abuse
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S.

In so much as the when the Plaintiffs
thereafter,

and their attorneys filed this lawsuit and at all times

they knew or should have known (a) that there was no factual basis to support their

claims against Defendant David Pearsall (b) that knowingly pleading falsehoods is subject to
sanctions and other disciplinary actions by not only this Court but other bodies of authority

and

(c) that their claims would not be supported by the application of any existing law to material
facts.

6.

These acknowledgements

are highly apparent through the actions and statements

of Plaintiff

and counsel and indication is supported by the following background, whereby Defendant
alleges:

7.

There is no indication that counsel for Plaintiffs

attorney performed

any diligence concerning

the factual basis of the claim, in fact it will be proven that Plaintiff engaged in the described
activities to which have been falsely attributed

8.

As early as March, 2013 and thereafter

to Defendant.

Plaintiff, and counsel(s) for Plaintiff became aware that

financial reporting from their own accounting firms suggested that PP&G was in fact owed
monies by Plaintiff and indicated this knowledge in discoverable communications

to Defendant

and third parties.

9.

Plaintiff has made no effort to update pleadings in spite of knowledge of patent falsehoods and
additional

supporting facts to illustrate their falsity.

10. Plaintiff has to date made no effort to discover the validity of claims through use of
interrogatories,

depositions or other requests despite the maturity of this matter. Plaintiff only

moves for discovery motion when it has become incredibly difficult for the Defendant to provide
a response that complies with Fed. Rules Civ. Pro. 26 (g).

11. Plaintiff has provided audits, billing communications,

and financial records to Defendant that all

indicate that Plaintiff owes PP&G money. Despite this, the Plaintiff and their Counsel would
choose to allege before this court that PP&G somehow owes monies and further that Mr.
Pearsall somehow had access to and defrauded Plaintiff of these funds.
12. Independent

audits undertaken have produced information

that verifies Forest's own

accounting that PPG is owed money by Forest. Plaintiff is aware that funds which they
unlawfully

withheld include "pass-through

fees" intended to pay taxes.

13. As stated in Defendant's Seventh Defense, PP&G is an involuntary

debtor in a Chapter 7

proceeding in the United States Bankruptcy Court District of Connecticut,

Bridgeport

Division in

which Plaintiff has filed a proof of claim. This bankruptcy matter has produced evidence of
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Plaintiffs

indebtedness to PP&G. Plaintiff and counsel are aware of this evidence and have

provided no response.

14. Plaintiffs

counsel issued an unlawful lien notice to Black Rock and NE ISO knowing they lacked

any legal right to obtain a lien on assets held specifically by Black Rock. All the while, Plaintiff
and counsel were aware that Black Rock held funds in accordance to a separate collateral
agreement and that no contingencies or privities existed to connect any agreement between
Plaintiff and Defendant to this separate agreement.

15. Plaintiff was and is aware that the conduct they allege as "conversion"

and "fraud"

by

Defendant was actually the normal course of dealing between PP&G and Black Rock.

16. Following Plaintiffs
communication

counsel's lien notice, Plaintiff then counseled NE ISO to ignore the

and that it was an error.

17. Plaintiff, mutually and alternatively,

intended, was aware, and/or should have been aware that

their actions would cause PP&G to be unable to operate and be put into involuntary

bankruptcy.

18. Plaintiff is aware that the funds that PP&G (and not the Defendant) used from the Black Rock
collateral went to pay utilities and not Defendant. Further, Plaintiff threatened

Defendant and

PP&G with not making payments to utilities despite being advanced funds and coerced
Defendant and PP&Gs actions to suit Plaintiffs

interest.

19. Plaintiff is aware of the course of dealings between Black Rock and PP&G and aware or should
have been aware of the following:
a.

that Defendant has no dealings with Black Rock individually

b.

that Black Rock has no nexus to the Master Factoring Agreement and has no duties to
Forest and the collateral agreement with PP&G was expressly unattachable
any third party debt order was factually void, in contravention

by lien and

to banking law and

practice, and ultimately vexatious in nature
c.

that any action between Black Rock and PP&G owes no consideration

or duty to any

agreement between Forest and Defendant or Forest and PP&G
d.

that David Pearsall is not a personal guarantor of the Agreement and is only obligated to
the extent of a validity guarantee and its express duties not to defraud Forest
specifica Ily

e.

that PPG is not merely an instrument

20. Plaintiff failed to allege any relationship

of Defendant.

between themselves and Blackrock or any duties

thereby.
21. Plaintiff drafted the Master Factoring agreement and except to clauses revised by Defendant,
the agreement must be construed against Plaintiff.
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22. Plaintiff has failed to state that they actively released PPG from the contemplated

Master

nd

Factoring Agreement collateral lien following February 2

•

23. Plaintiff has filed multiple lawsuits and claims relating to this matter in alternative

venues and

even in this court.

24. According to Defendant's Seventh Defense, Plaintiff failed to join PP&G as a necessary party and
is attempting

to secure scheduling in spite of a lack of any discovery proceedings or requests or

indication that it seeks any discovery in which Defendant's assistance is required.

25. Defendant can expect considerable expense resulting from this lawsuit. In fact the Defendant
has already paid approximately

121,OOOUSDin defending this case. This amount can be verified

by paid billing statements and further clarified by withdrawn
recorded statements

counsel Mr. Casagrande's court

in First Data Merchant Services vs. People's Power & Gas, Et AI, currently in

the Superior Court of the Judicial District of Litchfield, case NO LLI CV14-6010975S. Defendant
has paid an additional

approx. 12,OOOUSDto the offices of Venable LLP in the defense of this

case.

26. According to Monmouth

Meadows Homeowners Associations, Inc v. Tiffany Hamilton, 7 A.3d 1

(Md. 2010) a lodestar analysis is applicable in instances where public policy is to guide the
awarding of attorneys fees. By using attorney's fees as a form of sanction the court will further a
public policy and, in the matter at hand, effect restitution.
practical should be determined

The calculation of fees that is most

by evidence of Mr. Casagrande's billing, as found reasonable, in

addition to future expense incurred in the defense of this case.

27. Beyond a mere lodestar analysis, Defendant prays this court recognizes that awards for
sanctions are discretionary

and may be used for punitive purpose, Defendant urges the Court to

consider the extreme nature of violations and contemplate

the involvement

of Plaintiffs

counsel in the matter prior to filing this claim.
28. The appropriate

time for this order to be given force is the present, before a discovery

management conference (the assumed intent of Plaintiffs

Document 42), to put Plaintiffs

counsel on notice of the consequences of proceeding to discovery with the current deficiencies
in their claim.
29. Should the court find any foreknowledge

of the frivolity of this suit lacking by either counsel, the

Court should consider this motion notice should they further act to vex this Court. Attorney's
fees should be awarded alternatively
judgment

immediately,

when this case is dismissed, upon summary

in favor of defendant, or if the case is tried in favor of the Defendant. Each of the

three governing authorities

cited allow for the court to use its own initiative when made aware

of the vexatious or frivolous nature of a lawsuit. Fed. Rules Civ. Pro. 11 (c)(l) allows the court to
direct an attorney,

law firm, or party to show cause as to why it has not violated rules.
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30. Mr. Jeffrey A Wurst is appearing pro hac vice. According to Local Rule 101.1.B, "an attorney
admitted

pro hac vice is subject to the disciplinary jurisdiction

of this Court." Defendant argues

that Mr. Wurst is also subject to these sanctions in addition to their obvious application to
attorneys Friedberg and Murphy.

31. Finally, Defendant has iterated numerous outrageous points to indicate this is not a filing as a
'matter of course'. In fact, as a non attorney, filing as a matter of course would be
counterintuitive.

In the above, Plaintiff is often used for convenience and numerous described

actions are equally attributable

to Plaintiffs

counsel.

WHEREFORE, Defendant David Pearsall moves that this Court award Defendant his attorney's
costs in defending this action and consider other sanctions as appropriate
appropriate

immediately

fees and

and when

through the duration of this matter.

Dated July 9, 2015
DEFENDANT DAVID PEARSALL

David Pearsall
38 E. Woods Road
Roxbury, CT 06783
203-648-7744
dopearsall@gmail.com
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CERTIFICATEOF SERVICE
th

I HEREBYCERTIFYthat on this 9 day of July, 2014 a copy of this motion was certified mailed to the
Clerk's Office, especially to Case Administrator,

Brian Ames, informing of my status as a pro se

defendant and desire to have the Clerk of the Court's assistance in effecting proper service to Plaintiffs
counsel and instruction
Additionally,

on how to effect proper service electronically

or otherwise for future motions.

copies were mailed to listed Counsel.

David

o. Pearsall

People’s Power and Gas, LLC
Analysis of Various Loans/Financing Facilities with
Forest Capital, LLC
and
Comparison and Identification of Differences with
and Errors contained in the
Schachter Report dated June 9, 2015

WKL ADVISORS, LLC
July 24, 2015

Index
Report on Findings and Conclusions:
- Introduction
- Background Information
- Findings and Conclusions
Exhibits
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Analysis of loans/financing facilities:
Activity - 12/31/2013 – 4/30/2014
Analysis of Financial Assurance Facility and comparison to PP&G’s
internal QuickBooks General Ledger
Analysis of Factor Loan Balances and comparison to PP&G’s internal
QuickBooks General Ledger
Comparison of Loan Balances to PP&G’s schedules – Reconciliation
of Differences
Comparison of Loan Balances to PP&G’s schedules
Comparison of the Schachter Report and Identification of Differences
and Errors

William K. Lenhart, CPA
EXECUTIVE PROFILE
William K. Lenhart is a nationally known restructuring and turnaround advisor with over 25 years of
diversified experience. He started his career as an auditor and is a licensed CPA. Mr. Lenhart has
spent most of his career as a financial advisor assisting companies, stockholders, lenders and other
interested parties through various business transitions. He was a partner and National Director of the
restructuring practice of BDO Consulting. He has significant experience in serving the retail,
manufacturing, construction, media/internet, real estate, sub-prime mortgages, hedge funds and
service industries. Mr. Lenhart has been a court appointed Examiner and Trustee and a board member,
including audit committee chair, of several industry organizations. He has been involved in many
engagements requiring forensic accounting expertise and has provided expert testimony in various
state and federal courts. Mr. Lenhart is a Certified Public Accountant, a Certified Turnaround
Professional, a Certified Insolvency and Restructuring Advisor and Certified in Financial Forensics. He is
a frequent guest speaker at educational conferences and has been quoted in various publications.
SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS
Mr.Lenhart is hired by lenders, creditors, investors and shareholders to provide an independent
perspective of a business situation, challenge management and also act as its sounding board. He has
been involved in many types of business plans; evaluating and developing strategic alternatives for
both his own practice and extensively as an outside advisor. Mr. Lenhart has been involved in many
transactions requiring various types of financing, mergers and sales. With his strong financial
background he understands financial reporting requirements, establishing controls and risk
management procedures.
SELECTED CASE INVOLVEMENTS


Lead partner of a team advising various stakeholders in multi-billion dollar retail and media
companies such as; Borders, Mervyns, Readers Digest and Freedom Communications.



Lead partner of a team as the financial advisor to the court appointed Examiner evaluating the
accounting and management controls of New Century Financial Corp., one of the largest
mortgage originators.



Financial advisor assisting lenders and investors in their financial due diligence of various
business transactions such as mergers and acquisitions or extension of credit.



Independent Examiner approved by the SEC to review approximately three quarters of a billion
dollars of transactions involving AOL Time Warner after their historic merger.

1

PROFFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
American Bankruptcy Institute
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Association of Certified Fraud Examiners
Association of Insolvency and Restructuring Advisors
- Former Board Member
New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants
- Former Chair, Bankruptcy and Reorganization Committee
Turnaround Management Association
– Former Chairman and President of the New York Chapter; Former TMA Global Board Member
EXPERIENCE
Partner
WKL ADVISORS, LLC
November 2013 – Present
President
BDO Consulting Corporate Advisors, LLC
2007 – February 2013
Partner & National Director, Business Restructuring Services
BDO Consulting
1998 – February 2013
Partner
BDO USA, LLP
1990 – February 2013
EDUCATION
Villanova University, BSA, Accounting
CONTACT INFORMATION
(P) (917) 941-0855
William.Lenhart@optonline.net
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William K. Lenhart

WKL ADVISORS, LLC
92 Robin Hood Lane
New City, New York 10956
917-941-0855
July 24, 2015

Jeffrey A. Wurst, Esq.
Ruskin Moscou Faltischek P.C.
1425 RXR Plaza
East Tower, 15th Floor
Uniondale, New York 11556-1425
Re: People’s Power & Gas, LLC
Dear Mr. Wurst:
You requested that we prepare the following report (including the Exhibits, schedules and
analysis) in connection with the claims of Forest Capital, LLC (“Forest”) in the Chapter 7
proceedings of People’s Power & Gas, LLC (“PP&G”) pending in the District of Connecticut
(Bridgeport). You have also asked us to compare our analysis to the report prepared by Alan A.
Schachter dated June 9, 2015 (the “Schachter Report”) and to identify differences with and errors
contained in the Schachter Report.
The procedures we performed in preparing this report are enumerated below, and are in
accordance with the terms of our engagement letter dated January 21, 2015.
In performing the procedures and analyses leading to our conclusions contained in this report and
the schedules attached, WKL ADVISORS, LLC did not audit, examine or review the financial
statements, accounts or other information of PP&G. Accordingly, we are unable to and do not
express any opinion on the information provided directly or indirectly by PP&G and relied upon
in preparing this report or the schedules attached, and to that extent we make no representation
concerning its accuracy or completeness. This report and the attached information is based upon
the procedures performed at your request. The data included in this report was obtained from
you, through your discovery of PP&G’s documents and from Forest on or before July 20, 2015.
In addition, you requested that we review the Schachter Report. We have no obligation to update
our report or to revise the information contained herein to reflect events and transactions
occurring subsequent to the date of our report.

I.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The following information was obtained primarily through review of financing agreements,
Forest internal factor and loan records and information obtained from PP&G through discovery
or provided by PP&G representatives.
1

FINANCIAL AGREEMENTS
PP&G was in the business of purchasing wholesale electricity from various independent service
operators (“ISO’s”) and supplying it to retail customers in various service areas in New York and
New England. PP&G entered into a Master Factoring Agreement (“MFA”) with Forest on or
about May 22, 2012. Under the MFA, Forest would advance funds to PP&G based upon
accepted assigned energy customer accounts receivables. The advance rate varied between 85%
and 90% of the assigned energy customer balance depending upon whether the energy delivered
was billed or not yet billed by the utilities. The MFA describes in detail the financing
arrangement and the various fees to be charged including costs and expenses, including attorney
fees.
In addition to the initial MFA, there were various amendments, riders and addenda to the MFA.
Those covered the following:
Rider to MFA (5/21/2012)
-

Supplement to the MFA.
Cash collateral letters of credit or other securities up to 50% of the required collateral to be
maintained by PP&G with counterparties in the energy wholesale market.
Fee calculated on the net funds employed at a rate per annum (based upon 360 day year) of
17%, plus the Applicable Base Rate as defined in the MFA. Fee is charged monthly and
payable on the last day of the month.

Amendment to MFA (7/01/2013)
-

Regarding invoices submitted for customers of Long Island Power Authority (LIPA).

Second Amendment to MFA (11/22/2013)
-

Revision to early termination fee extending to May 21, 2015.
Incremental cash collateral funding of up to 75% of the required collateral per the above
“Rider”.

Addendum to the MFA (12/02/2013)
-

Increase the MFA advance rate to exceed 90%.
Over advance facility.
Fees to be charged, graduated based upon days outstanding to over 75 days equal to 2.5%,
plus .5% for each period of 15 days elapsing after the 75th day.

Guaranty of Validity (05/21/2012)
-

Irrevocable guarantees to Forest by David Pearsall regarding any and all present and future
obligations of PP&G to Forest pursuant to the MFA and other “Factoring Documents”.

Pursuant to the above financing agreements there are various fees:
A)

Discount Fee - percent of the Net Face Value of the assigned account based on the
number of days outstanding from the date of acceptance
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- accounts over 90 days – 3.3% plus .55% for each 15 days elapsed thereafter.
B)

Processing Fee – Principal of Advances at a rate of 2%, plus the Applicable Base
Rate. (>3.25% or Prime Rate) for this period 5.25%.

C)

Early Termination Fee:
5/22/2012 – 5/21/2013
3%
5/22/2013 – 5/21/2014
2%
5/22/2014 – 5/21/2015
1.5%
(Note: for purposes of this report, an early termination fee was not included in the
balance due Forest from PP&G)
D)

Non-utilization Fee – Facility limit ($10 million) less amount outstanding x .25%
per year, calculated daily.

E)

Cost and Expenses (Section 3.3 of MFA) including reasonable attorney fees.

F)

Supplemental Cash Collateral Accounts (Financial Assurance Facilities)
- Fee of 17% plus Applicable Base Rate as defined in the MFA (3.25%) = 20.25%

G)

Over Advances
- Graduated rate based upon chart
- After 75 days O/S rate was 2.5% and .5% after the 75th day.

An involuntary Chapter 7 bankruptcy petition was filed against PP&G on April 18, 2014 and an
Order for Relief was entered on May 21, 2014. For purposes of our analysis, based upon the
information made available and the “accounting” of the loans and advances made by Forest to
PP&G prepared by PP&G, we used April 30, 2014 as the reconciling claims date. There may be
additional charges, fees and collections activity that will need to be accounted for past April 30,
2014. We have included a reconciliation of the Proof of Claim filed by Forest in the PP&G
bankruptcy to the April 30, 2014 PP&G loan balances due to Forest.

II.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Our analysis of the financing arrangements and account balances was segregated into three
components:
1)

Factored Loan Balance (comprised of assigned accounts receivable balances and
the related loan advance account). The assigned accounts receivable (“A/R”) was
purchased at 100% face value, reduced by collections, discounts and adjustments.
The advance or loan account represented 85% to 90% of the face value of the
A/R, reduced by collections, increased for fees, interest and expenses. Forest also
maintained a “cash on hand” account that was used to offset charge backs and
other expenses.
3

2)

Over-Advance facility (resulting from the 12/02/2013 Addendum to the MFA)
represented loans in excess of the Factor Balance and different fees were charged.

3)

Financial Assurance Facility relates to certain cash collateral loans used as
security with counterparties of PP&G in the energy wholesale market like NEISO
and NYISO and others.

We started with the various loan balances as of 12/31/2013 for various reasons:
1)

Exhibit 2 shows that the Financial Assurance Facility and the Over Advance
Facility agree with the 12/31/2013 audit confirmation letter (also used by PP&G
in its analysis).

2)

Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3 show how the three loan accounts agree with PP&G’s
internal QuickBooks General Ledger (provided to Forest’s Counsel through
discovery).

3)

Exhibit 3 – Compares an analysis prepared by PP&G’s accountant, Michael
Kates, at the request of David Pearsall’s attorney, Daniel Casagrande, attached to
Mr. Casagrande’s letter dated 10/15/14 and addressed to the Chapter 7 Trustee,
Richard M. Coan, Esq. This analysis starts with certain of the loan balances as of
12/31/2013 and “is a reconstruction of the net balance on the loans and advances
from Forest to PP&G through April 30, 2014” (per the “Casagrande letter”).

Exhibit 1 – Starting with the loan balances as of 12/31/2013, showing the activity in each
account through April 30, 2014, we arrived at balances for each account that match within
$18,000 of Forest’s claim in the amount of $4,606,806.
-

Collections were compared with and agreed to the A/R aging roll forward;
We traced certain deposits which had been held by BlackRock as collateral for NEISO and
NYISO that were recorded as reductions to the Financial Assurance Facility Loan accounts;
We analyzed additional advances made and the application of repayments through the OverAdvance Facility Loan account;
We analyzed the various fees and interest charged by Forest to the loan accounts pursuant to
the loan agreements. We compared these charges to the loan documents and tested the
calculations based on the loan balance, fee pursuant to the agreement and period of time;
Pursuant to the loan agreements, Forest charged the loan accounts for various expenses and
legal fees. We traced the legal fees charged to invoices; and
We reconciled Forest’s claim amount as of April 30, 2014 to the filed Proof of Claim.

Exhibit 4 – Prepared a reconciliation of loan balances, per our analysis, to the analysis prepared
by PP&G’s accountant attached to the “Casagrande letter.” The two main reconciling items are
the missing Factor Advance Loan balance of $4,247,213 not included in the PP&G analysis, and
PP&G’s inclusion of collections of “non-factored” accounts, aggregating $2,231,660. Certain of
these collections were received by Forest and kept as “cash on hand.” Forest applied charge
backs and expenses against this “cash on hand” and the remaining balance of cash was netted
4

against the Factor Loan Balance. There are “disputed” items and fees not included by or in the
PP&G schedule. The reconciliation reduces the difference of $6.3 million to less than $60,000
between Forest’s balances and the reconciled PP&G scheduled amounts.
We were asked to compare our analysis to the Schachter Report and identify differences. See
Exhibit 6 for comparison.
-

The Schachter Report covers the period January 1, 2013 through January 31, 2015, using a
starting point from the “Audit Confirmation” letter as of December 31, 2012. The analysis
prepared by PP&G’s accountant attached to the Casagrande letter starts with the “Audit
Confirmation” letter as of December 31, 2013, which is also the starting point used for our
analysis. The Schachter Report does not refer to the December 31, 2013 confirmation letter
nor is it included in the list of “Documents and Information Considered.” In addition, the
Schachter Report does not provide any explanation why it did not rely on the same Audit
Confirmation letter referenced in the Casagrande letter nor are we aware of any reason not
to use the December 31, 2013 confirmation letter as the starting point for the analysis.

-

The Schachter Report refers to and utilizes information from PP&G’s QuickBooks General
Ledgers, yet he does not attempt to review the Loan Balance Sheet Accounts and compare
to the amounts due Forest. As noted in our report, The Financial Assurance Facility
(Exhibit 2) and Factor Loan Balances (Exhibit 3) per PP&G’s ledger accounts agreed to our
analysis both at 12/31/2013 and 3/7/2014.

-

The Schachter Report does not take into account uncollected Accounts Receivable that
Forest had advanced against. According to Forest, the outstanding A/R balance as of June
2014 was $2,048,242. The Schachter Report assumes that all electricity billed was factored
with Forest and collected, which is not the case, according to Forest. In addition, Forest
provided an Over Advance Facility and does not appear in nor was accounted for in the
Schachter Report. These are two fundamental errors in the Schachter Report.

-

The Schachter Report does not include interest charges, at least up to the Bankruptcy filing
in April 2014, which is a reconciling difference. Our analysis, just for the period from
January to April 2014, includes interest charges amounting to $107,204 for the Financial
Assurance Facility and $76,054 for the Over Advance Facility. In addition, the Schachter
Report does not include charges for legal fees during this same period amounting to
$131,605. Again it is difficult to understand the reason why interest and legal fees were not
taken into account in the Schachter report.

-

The Schachter Report, by starting with the December 31, 2012 “Audit Confirmation” and
going through to January 31, 2015, utilizing estimates for advances and collections and
other assumptions has created a more complex and difficult to support analysis. (See
Exhibit 6 for the comparison and identification of differences with the Schachter Report).
The Schachter Report relies on various estimates and assumptions for the period from
January 1, 2013 to January 31, 2015, to which we disagree and have identified in Exhibit 6.
By commencing its analysis one year earlier than necessary and without explanation for
same, only creates larger differences and errors in the Schachter Report.
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CONCLUSION
Based up on our ana lys is and the procedures we performed. the PP& G loan balances as of April
30.20 14 due Forest we re as foll ows :
1

Facto red Lo an Balance
Ov er Advance Fac ility
Financ ial Assurance Facility

$ J .466 .133
$ 1.729.666
$1. 4 11.007
S4,606,806 2

In addition . based up on th e comparison of our anal ysis to that o f the Schac hter Rep ort and ou r
identification o f di fferenc es and errors contained therein. we belie ve that the bal ance owed to
Fores t in the amount of $4. 606.806. as set forth above. is a more accurate an d suppo rtable
balance as of A pril 30 . 2014 .

W KL A DV ISO RS . LLC. reserves the right to amend thi s report if new or additional information
becom es available after the issuance of this report.
Dat ed : Jul y 24. 20 J 5

William K. Lenhart

IOU I' analysis was approx imately $ 18.000 less than the amount Forest had initially indicated as its loan balance as of
Apri l 30. 20 14..
~A dd i t i o n a l fees and charges may be added for the period after April 30. 2014. Forest filed a ProofofCl airn in the
PP&G bankruptcy 0 11 December II. 2014. in the amount of $4.893.382. inclusive of approximately $286.000 in fees
and expenses not addresse d in this report. (See Exhibit I)
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People's Power & Gas, LLC
Analysis of Various Loan/Financing Facilities
With Forest Capital, LLC
Factored
Loan
Balance

Exhibit 1

OverAdvance
Facility

Financial
assurance
Facility

Total
Financing
Facilities

Comments

Balances as of 12/31/2013

$

4,247,212

$

1,417,453

$

2,089,757

$ 7,754,422

Activity 2014 :
Collections per analysis

$

(2,797,999)

$

(44,145)

$

(678,750)

$ (3,520,894)

Additional Advances

$

$

356,358

$

Sub-total

$

1,449,213

$

1,729,666

$

$
$
$
$
$

15,945
9,508
8,445
7,670
41,568

$
$
$
$
$

31,125
26,712
25,556
23,811
107,204

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

24,163
16,364
18,230
17,297
76,054
3,337
131,605
54,533

$
$
$

414,301
(415,122)
1,448,392

$

1,729,666

$

1,411,007

$ 414,301
$ (415,272) Non factored cash collected was used
$ 4,588,915

$

1,466,133

$

1,729,666

$

1,411,007

$ 4,606,806

Processing fees:
Jan
Feb
March
April
Interest on F/A Balance:
Jan
Feb
March
April
Interest on the O/A Balance:
Jan
Feb
March
April
Unused line fee Jan-Feb
Legal Fees Jan thru April
Other chgs- Collection, Bank, site visits etc.
Total Fees/Interest
Excess cash balance used to pay expenses etc.

Balances per Forest correspondence
Difference

-

1,411,007

$

356,358

$ 4,589,886
Processing fees: Balance ofPrincipal
Advances at a rate of 2% + Applicable
Base Rate (> 3.25% or Prime)
During this period @ 5.25%
$

41,568
Supplemental Cash Collateral
Accounts -Financial Assurance
Facility at a rate of 17% + Applicable
Base Rate. During this period
@ 20.25%

$

107,204
Addendum to MFA, 12/2/2013. For
advances in excess of 90%, O/A, Fee
charged based upon chart. After 75 days
outstanding then 2.5% +.5% each add'l
15 days. Calculation appears reasonable.

$
$
$
$

$

76,054
3,337 Rate per Agreement
131,605 Invoices for period totaled $136,867
54,533 Certain chgs are allowed per loan doc.

(17,891)

Exhibit 1

Balance per Forest as of April 30,2014

$ 4,606,806

Fees , charges and adjustments post 4/30/2014:
Processing fees: May- June
Interest on F/A Balance: May - June
Interest on O/A Balance: May - June
Legal Fees: May - July
Other chgs.: May - July
Adjustment for "post petition" collections (reducing cash on hand and increasing O/S A/R)

$
$
$
$
$
$

15,555
48,414
34,594
77,679
91,633
18,006

Miscelaneous difference

$
$

285,881
695

Amount Due Forest per the filed Proof of Claim dated 12/11/2014

$ 4,893,382

Exhibit 2
People's Power & Gas, LLC
Analysis of Various Loan/Financing Facilities
With Forest Capital, LLC
Financial Assurance
Facility
Balance as of 12/31/2013, agrees to Audit

$

2,089,757 A

Confirmation and starting balance used
by PP&G per attorney letter dated 10/15/2014
Reduction- "part of $525,000 redemption"
Reduction- "FA collateral to reduce Forest
Neiso Loan"
(terminology per PP&G's QuickBook G/L)
Balance

$

(393,750)

$
$

(285,000)
(678,750)

$

1,411,007 B

Per PP&G's internal QuickBooks , provided by

Balances
as of 12/31/13

counsel to Forest obtained thru discovery:
Balances 12/31/2013:
Account #
28001 NEISO
28003 NYISO
28005 PJM

$
$
$

466,501
1,573,380
49,876

$

2,089,757 A

Balances 3/7/2014:
Account #
28001
28003
28005

$
$
$

466,501
894,631
49,875

$

1,411,007 B

Overadvance
Facility
$

1,417,453

Total Loan
Facilities
$

3,507,210

Exhibit 3
People's Power & Gas, LLC
Analysis of Various Loan/Financing Facilities
With Forest Capital, LLC
Factor Accounts
Factored
Accounts
Receivable
Balance as of 12/31/2013
Additional Over Advances
1/2014 Over Advance repayment
Collections of A/R:
Jan-14
Feb-14
Mar-14
Apr-14
May-14
Reverse collections rec'd post 4/18/2014
Credits/Discounts/Adj to A/R
Reduction- "part of $525,000 redemption"
New A/R added to Aging
Balance
Per PP&G's internal QuickBooks , provided by
counsel to Forest obtained thru discovery:
Account # 28000 Forest Capital Factor Advances
28004 LIPA
Balance 12/31/2013
Postings per PP&G thru 3/7/2014:
Additional Advances
January Fees
February Fees
Reduction- "part of $525,000 redemption"
Black Rock Collateral
Balance as of 3/7/2014
Less collections not reflected-Factor Bal
Less collections not reflected-O/A Bal
Net Balance
Less January and February fees not included
Net Adjusted Balance
Unreconciled difference

$

4,972,718

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(2,113,861)
(508,311)
(42,706)
(11,902)
(7,975)
18,006
(2,666,749)
(591,567)

$
$

333,842
2,048,244

Factored
Loan
Balance
$

$
$
$
$
$

4,247,212

(2,666,749)
(131,250)
1,449,213

Factor
Loan
Balance
Total

OverAdvance
Facility
$

1,417,453

$
$

356,358
(44,145)

$
$

1,729,666

$ 5,664,665 A
$
$

356,358 B
(44,145) E

$ (2,666,749) C
$
$ (131,250) D
$
$ 3,178,879

$ 5,700,282
$
(59,632)
$ 5,640,650 A
$
F $
F $
$

356,358 B
89,063
73,154
518,575

$

(131,250) D

$
$
$
$
$
F $

6,027,975
(2,666,749) C
(44,145) E
(2,710,894)
3,317,081
(162,217)

$ 3,154,864
$
24,015
$ 3,178,879

Exhibit 4
People's Power & Gas, LLC
Analysis of Various Loan/Financing Facilities
With Forest Capital, LLC
Comparison to PP&G Schedule

Reconciliation of Differences
Balance
Per
PP&G

Balance
Per
Forest

$

(1,675,148)

$

Beginning Factor Advance Balance

$

4,247,213

$

Collections of Non factored accounts

$

Charge Backs offset against cash rec'd

Difference
$

6,264,063

$

(4,247,213)

2,231,000

$

(2,231,660)

$

(499,100)

$

499,100

Expenses offset against cash rec'd

$

(415,272)

$

415,272

Discount fees not included in analysis

$

$

62,851

Disputed Items:
FA collection reclass
Legal fees and collection fees

Interest and fees

-

$

4,588,915
-

62,851

$ 285,000
$ 267,175

Comments

Balance agrees to Forest's internal ledgers, PP&G's QuickBooks General
Ledger (see Factor Loan Analysis) . PP&G's schedule did not include
the Factor advances, just the Over advance and the Finance Assurance facility.
Per comparison of PP&G's schedule to Forest
Forest maintained a cash account that was used to offset certain
charges like; charge backs against A/R and incurred expenses

FA collateral to reduce Forest NEISO Loan, should be reflected
Legal fees and expenses properly charged by Forest

$ 552,175 $

552,175

$

-

$

(552,175)

Bulk of these items were offset against non factored cash collected

$

150,988

$

-

$

(150,988)

Forest offset these expenses against non factored cash collected

$

4,591,856

$

$

59,250

4,651,766

Exhibit 5
People's Power & Gas, LLC
Analysis of Various Loan/Financing Facilities
With Forest Capital, LLC
Comparison of PP&G Schedule to Forest
Factor
Balances

Financial
Assurance
Facility

Beginning Balance at 12/31/2013
Additional Advances

$

356,358

Per
Forest
Capital

Difference

$ 7,754,422

$ 4,247,213

$

$

Total
$

3,507,209

$

356,358

$

(5,752,554)

$

62,851

$

$
$
$

150,988
552,175
766,014

$
$
$

$
$

(1,122,973)

$

(552,175)

$

(1,675,148)

356,358

-

Collections per PP&G:
LIPA January
January ISO
Blackrock Collateral

$
46,397
$ 2,135,383
$
131,250

LIPA February
February ISO or Customers

$
6,687
$ 1,653,418

LIPA March
March ISO
Blackrock Redemption

$
$

LIPA April
April ISO

$
$

Discount Fees (not included in
my analysis)

$

393,750

$

285,000

$ 5,073,804

$

678,750

$

62,851

$

$
$
$

150,988
552,175
766,014

4,872
938,651

16,456
140,690

-

$ (3,520,894)

$ 2,231,660

-

Charge Backs per Forest
Interest and fees
Disputed Items
Expenses applied against non factor
collections by Forest

Disputed items backed out in PP&G
schedule
Amount Due from Forest per PP&G

$

-

414,301
414,301

$ (351,713)

$ (415,272)
$ 4,588,915

$ (415,272)
$ 5,711,888

$

$

-

$ 4,588,915

552,175

$ 6,264,063

Exhibit 6
People's Power & Gas, LLC
Comparison of the Schachter Report and Identification of Differences
Per Schachter Report Exhibit C - Cash Collateral Provided by Forest Owed by PP&G. Forest identifies this Loan as the Financial Assurance Facility.
Difference
Balance at 12/31/2013 per Exhibit C

$

1,774,584

Balance at 12/31/2012 plus payments
made to ISOs by Forest

Balance per the 12/31/2013 "Audit Confirmation" letter

$

2,089,757 A)

Difference
Portion of 1/8/14 Redemption applied to Factored Loan Account, see below

B)

Total
Balance per Exhibit C- "Cash Collateral Funds Owed to Forest"
Facility Balance

$

315,173

$

131,250

$

446,423

$

964,584

$ 1,411,007

A) Also the balance used in the Casagrande Letter.

Per Schachter Report Exhibit B - Calculation Of the Amounts Due/Owing to PP&G- Factoring
Funds Due to PPG

$

2,185,364

$
$
$
$
$
$

(2,048,244)
(1,729,665)
131,250
(329,510)
(564,962)
(274,612)

$

(4,815,743)

Identified Differences:
Outstanding Uncollected Accounts receivable
C) Over Advance Facility
B) Portion of 1/8/14 Redemption applied to Factor A/C
Difference in amount collected from Yankee Gas
Unaccounted Interest and Legal fees
Difference in fees

Uncollected A/R balance per Forest's Aging, Schachter
assumes 100% of A/R is collected by Forest
Per Forest 2/2013- 10/2013 collected $95,490
Per Forest, interest thru 4/2014 ($355,825), Legal ($147,623)
Per Forest, the Discount fees were $461,100 or more than
$367,000 than calculated by Schachter. D)

Adjusted Factoring balance

$ 2,630,379

Adjusted Amount Due Forest Per Schachter Report

$ 4,041,386

Unreconciled difference

$

Amount Due Forest per analysis

$ 4,606,806

C) Total Over advances made to PP&G 12/5/2013-1/10/2014, collections of A/R used to reduce
the over advances amounted to $1,391,805 (12/9/2013-1/3/2014) netting to the outstanding
balance of $1,729,665 as of 4/2014.
D) Not sure how Schachter could calculate the Discount Fee without knowing the uncollected A/R.

565,420

Exhibit 6A
People's Power & Gas, LLC
Comparison of the Schachter Report and Identification of Differences
Per the Schachter report:
Page
10

Paragraph
33,35

16

55

"I am currently unable to reconcile why the difference of $1,434,499 occurred. As an interim measure,……It may be necessary to revise my report
if I receive………..

18

62

At this point I have limited information with regard to the Yankee Gas transactions. I anticipate that subsequent discovery will support
PPG's contention. If not, I will revise my findings.

Footnote 15- the documents I obtained could not distinguish whether Accounts were Billed or Unbilled. For purposes of my
assignment, I considered all Accounts to be billed and advanced on at 90%, as the difference if they were unbilled is immaterial to my calculation.
Footnote 16- I was unable to quantify what accounts, if any, were rejected by Forest. I assumed that 100% of the accounts were either factored
or passed through to PPG.

Exhibit 6B

People's Power & Gas, LLC
Comparison to Schachter report
Payments from Forest Directly To and On Behalf of PP&G
Per Exhibit D-3 of Schachter Report
Money
sent to PP&G
Jan-13
Feb-13
Mar-31
Apr-13
May-13
Jun-13
Jul-13
Aug-13
Sep-13
Oct-13
Nov-13
Dec-13
Jan-14

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,207,071
1,430,895
847,943
1,231,457
1,436,187
1,732,849
4,049,081
2,876,902
1,878,325
1,556,246
739,573
222,184
109,437

Electricity
Paid Directly

Per Forest's records
Money
sent to PP&G

Over Advance
Payments

$

148,877

$
$
$
$
$

628,982
698,667
877,852
3,500,667
152,199

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 19,318,150 $

6,007,244

$ 12,540,181 $

$ 25,325,394

LIPA Money
Sent to PP&G

Repayment of
FA Loan

123,386
204,093
289,941
497,442
586,635
871,662
1,495,006
1,650,620
1,975,533
1,697,646
1,737,763
1,410,454 $
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
2,765,112 $
356,358 $

559,770
918,960
558,007
734,015
849,552
861,187
1,785,680
1,226,282
531,774
269,826
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

200,000
352,893
28,159
183,415
204,812
-

3,121,470 $

8,295,053 $

969,279

$ 24,925,983

$

399,411

Comparison to Schachter report

Exhibit 6C

Estimated Collections from Utilities and
Fees, Interest and Expenses
Per Exhibit B of the Schachter Report

ECI activity used to estimate collections
on electricity billed including taxes

Per Forest Records

$

15,847,419

Collections received other than LIPA

$

14,060,884

Portion of 1/8/14 Redemption not applied to
Financial Assurance Facility
LIPA collections

$
$

131,250
9,289,222

Yankee Gas

$

95,490

Total collected per Forest Records

$

23,576,846

Discount Fees
Processing and Unused Fees
Loan Fees
Over Advance fees
Legal and other fees

$
$
$
$
$

461,100
185,801
355,825
6,959
202,178

$

1,211,863

LIPA activity used to estimate collections
on electricity billed including taxes and "LIPA Pass through funds"

$

11,610,631

Yankee Gas Customer Payments

$

425,000

$

27,883,050

$
$

94,365
277,924

$

372,289

Estimated amount collected
Discount Fees
Processing Fees

Total fees

$

4,306,204

$

839,574

$

5,145,778

Difference in "Money Sent to PP&G" per Schachter

$

(399,411)

Amount to be added to Schachter Factor Balance

$

4,746,367

Schachter Factor Balance (Due to PP&G)

$

(2,185,364)

Adjusted Factor Balance Due Forest

$

2,561,003
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Writer's Direct Dial: (516) 663-6535
Writer's Direct Fax: (516) 663-6735
Writer’s E-Mail: jwurst@rmfpc.com

January 18, 2016
Via email
Hitachi Capital America Corp.
800 West University,
Rochester, Michigan 48307
ATT: Candace Pavliscak, Sr Vice President
Toby Dahm, Sr. Vice President

CoFund II LLC
55 Land Road
Suite 430
Fairfield, NJ 07004
ATT: Lee Goldmeier
Dan Cohen

Zvika & Shir Kreizman
3/35 Yizhak Nadav Street
Haifa, Israel

Joseph Levy, Holdings, Advocates Co.
15 Maaral St
Tel-Aviv, 62481 Israel

Yoash Shapira
5 Ami St
Petah-Tikva Israel

Dina Mass, Adv.
7/35 Hashoftim Street
Herzliya 46447 Israel

Gilat Management Services Ltd.
14, Abba Hillel Road, 8th Floor
Ramat Gan, 52506 Israel
ATT: Miko Gilat

Mikal Ltd.
14, Abba Hillel Road, 8th Floor
Ramat Gan, 52506 Israel
ATT: Miko Gilat

Re:

Forest Capital LLC

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:
This firm has served as counsel to Forest Capital LLC (“Forest”), including the
representation of Forest in various litigation and bankruptcy matters pursuing a recovery of funds
owed to it. Each of you (or your client, if an attorney) claims an interest in assets of Forest.
As you are well aware, Forest is experiencing serious financial distress and is in default
with Hitachi Capital America Corp., its senior secured lender, as well as with each of you. Like
each of you, Ruskin Moscou Faltischek, P.C. (“RMF”) is owed substantial amounts from Forest
for legal work performed, including its work on litigation and related recovery efforts in
connection with People’s Power & Gas, Inc. (“PP&G”). In consideration of the substantial costs

EXHIBIT G
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to be incurred for the legal work needed to effect a recovery of funds advanced by Forest to
PP&G and in light of Forest’s limited financial resources to fund such costs, RMF had agreed to
a modified contingency arrangement whereby Forest would pay 1/3 of the monthly fees and
100% of the out of pocket costs and RMF would share in the recoveries in accordance with
certain benchmarks that had been agreed to. For a period of time Forest complied with its
obligations but fell into default on that arrangement a number of months ago as its financial
condition eroded. Despite notice and a period to cure, that arrangement remained in default and
the contingency arrangement has been terminated. Accordingly, Forest is now obligated for the
full amount of the legal expenses incurred by RMF for Forest’s benefit, which is excess of
$750,000, with about $600,000 owing on the PP&G matter.
This letter shall serve, in part, as notice to each of you of RMF’s attorney’s charging and
retaining liens in and to the proceeds to be obtained in whole or in part through our actions as
well as upon the files and records assembled through our work effort. RMF has determined to
defer any further efforts on behalf of Forest’s recoveries on the PP&G matters until each and
every one of you confirms and acknowledges RMF’s senior rights to be paid its reasonable
attorneys’ fees and costs from proceeds to be recovered, if any. In order to induce you to
promptly respond to this request, RMF will extend a 20% fee reduction on all amounts owed to it
and billed or to be billed to Forest (or any successor entity, if any) provided that we receive an
executed copy of this letter from each of you no later than 5 pm Eastern Time on January 25,
2016.
Next, let me address the status of our efforts on the PP&G matter. We are presently
involved in three primary arenas for recovery:
(a) PP&G Chapter 7 Proceeding pending in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the
District of Connecticut. The Trustee has recovered an amount in excess of $1.2 million,
much of which should ultimately be turned over to Forest. However, David Pearsall, the
former principal of PP&G has alleged that it is PP&G that is owed money from Forest
and not the other way around. He had submitted a “draft” expert opinion to support his
charges (which was filled with fallacies) and Forest retained its own expert and submitted
its own expert report that supports the amounts owed by PP&G to Forest. Pearsall’s
“expert” later recanted his report but the Trustee has asked for extensive documentation
to enable his own forensic expert to review and either confirm or dispute the amounts
claimed by Forest. We worked with Marty Helfand and the forensic accountant we had
retained on assembling the vast amount of information requested. We then expended
considerable time redacting information from bank statements that related to factored
clients other than PP&G and now have a full set ready to be delivered to the Trustee.
Once delivered, the Trustee’s expert will review and, hopefully, concur that funds should
be released to Forest. Once this is accomplished there will still remain some effort for
recovery from the Trustee but not as extensive efforts as we have already encountered.
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Of course, should the Trustee not concur with our expert’s report litigation may be
necessary.
(b) Forest Capital v. BlackRock, Inc., pending in the United States District Court for the
District of Maryland. Our action against BlackRock to recover the amount of $1,050,000
was, we believe, improperly dismissed by the District Court. We have filed an appeal to
the 4th Circuit Court of Appeals, which has been fully briefed and is now scheduled for
oral argument in Richmond, Virginia in late March. If our appeal is not successful that
will end our opportunity to recover from BlackRock. If our appeal results in a reversal of
the District Court order, as we expect it will, BlackRock will then need to file an answer
to our complaint and we will move for summary judgment. BlackRock may claim that
there may be a need for limited discovery. Although we do not believe this to be the
case, the judge may allow discovery. Whatever the decision (in our favor or
BlackRock’s) I would expect an appeal to be taken. If we are successful on our
conversion claim, BlackRock may be obligated to pay our legal fees. Clearly, this matter
has a long road ahead of it. In the event we are successful on our present appeal that
would be an opportune time to try to negotiate a settlement.
(c) Forest Capital v. David Pearsall, also pending in the United States District Court for the
District of Maryland. This matter is now in the discovery stage. Mr. Pearsall is now
representing himself and that adds an additional layer of delay. We think that it is likely
that Pearsall will default on producing the discovery we have demanded. If so, we will
need to bring a motion to compel him to comply or to have his answer stricken. It is
difficult at this time to estimate a timetable should he comply with discovery. If he fails
to comply we may be able to reduce this claim to judgment within six to nine months. Of
course we do not know what assets, if any, he has to recover against any judgment we
might obtain. John seems to feel that Pearsall does have another company that is
successfully operating and that would provide a basis to recover on a judgment.
As you can see, the legal efforts to recover monies owed to Forest remain extensive and
there is no assurance that significant recoveries will be forthcoming, although we continue to
believe in the strength of our positions. RMF is willing to continue these efforts but only if we
have assurance that we will not be in dispute with you once we have obtained a recovery and
have funds to distribute.
Your signature below will confirm your agreement that funds recovered from the above
described efforts will first be used to compensate RMF for its reasonable attorneys’ fees and
costs incurred in these efforts with the balance to be distributed to you as you may agree or as
may be determined by a court of competent jurisdiction. The failure of any of you to execute
this letter may result in our cessation of all work without our waiving our attorneys’ charging and
retaining liens and our application to be released as counsel to Forest.
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Please feel free to call should you have any questions.
Very truly yours,

JEFFREY A. WURST
For the Firm
JAW:
cc:
John Fox
Eric J. Carmichael, Esq.
Sheppard A. Guryan, Esq.
Richard Zucker, Esq.
Guy Hadar, Adv.
Gil Sigal, Adv.
Karen Reichbach-Segal, Adv.
Acknowledgement of and Agreement
to RMF’s Attorneys’ Charging and Retaining
Liens as set forth above:
Hitachi Capital America Corp.

CoFund II LLC

By:_______________________________
Candace Pavliscak, Sr Vice President

By:________________________
Lee Goldmeier, managing Member

__________________________________
Zvika Kreizman

____________________________
Shir Kreizman

Joseph Levy, Holdings, Advocates Co.,
By:________________________________
Josepy Levy

__________________________________
Yoash Shapira

SIGNATURES CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Mikal Ltd.
_________________________________
Dina Mass
Gilat Management Services Ltd.

By:________________________________
Miko Gilat
630705

By:_______________________
Miko Gilat
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
District of Maryland
Baltimore Division
101 West Lombard Street, Ste. 8530
Baltimore, MD 21201
Case No.: 16−13850

Chapter: 7

Judge: James F. Schneider

In Re: Debtor(s) (name(s) used by the debtor(s) in the last 8 years, including married, maiden, trade, and address):
Forest Capital, LLC
debtor has no known aliases
c/o Jeffrey A. Wurst, Esquire
Ruskin, Moscou, Faltishek, P.C.
1425 RXR Plaza
Uniondale, NY 11550−1425
Social Security No.:
Employer's Tax I.D. No.:

SUMMONS TO DEBTOR IN INVOLUNTARY CASE
To the above named debtor:
A petition under title 11, United States Code was filed against you on 3/24/16 in this bankruptcy court, requesting
an order for relief under chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code (title 11 of the United States Code).
YOU ARE SUMMONED and required to submit to the clerk of the bankruptcy court a motion or answer to the
petition within 21 days after the service of this summons. A copy of this petition is attached.
Address of Clerk:
U.S. BANKRUPTCY COURT
Baltimore Division
101 West Lombard Street, Ste. 8530
Baltimore, MD 21201
At the same time you must also serve a copy of your motion or answer on petitioner or petitioner's attorney.
Name and Address of Petitioner or Petitioner's Attorney:
Aryeh E. Stein
Meridian Law, LLC
600 Reisterstown Road
Suite 700
Baltimore, MD 21208
If you make a motion, your time to serve an answer is governed by the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure,
1011(c).
If you failed to respond to this summons, the order for relief will be entered.
Mar 25, 2016

Dated: 3/25/16
Mark A. Neal
Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court

Clerk of the
Bankruptcy Court
.
s/ Mark A. Neal
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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MARYLAND
BALTIMORE DIVISION
IN RE:

*

Case No. 16-13850

FOREST CAPITAL, LLC

*

Chapter 11

Debtor.
*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

COFUND II, LLC’S OPPOSITION TO DEBTOR’S MOTION FOR
SANCTIONS FOR WILLFUL VIOLATION OF THE AUTOMATIC STAY [DKT. 84]
CoFund II, LLC (“CoFund”) hereby files this Opposition to the Motion for Sanctions
For [purported] Willful Violation of the Automatic Stay filed by Forest Capital, LLC (the
“Debtor” or “Forest”) [Dkt. No. 84].
I.

INTRODUCTION

Forest’s motion seeks a staggering One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00) in
punitive damages, yet fails to establish the elements for such sanctions under 11 U.S.C. § 362. A
movant for § 362 sanctions must show that it suffered actual damages, and the fact that the
movant may have incurred attorneys’ fees in filing its motion for sanctions is not sufficient to
show actual damages. Notably, Forest does not suggest that it has suffered any damages other
than the attorneys’ fees it incurred in filing the Motion. Nor does Forest make any effort to show
an entitlement to punitive damages. Nor did Forest give CoFund a reasonable time to withdraw
its Objection, despite the lack of exigent circumstances. In any event, CoFund withdrew its
Objection on June 24, 2016. See Exhibit A.
Even more troubling, however, are Forest’s excessively litigious tactics, which include
the fact that Forest proceeded with filing the Motion rather than return undersigned
counsel’s repeated phone calls and overtures made that day in an attempt to talk and

1
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resolve the issue by telephone. Further, Forest did so knowing that undersigned counsel was
out of town while she was trying so hard to reach him, knowing that undersigned counsel had
assured him that she agreed that the Objection should be withdrawn and that the issue presented
in CoFund’s Objection should be determined in Forest’s bankruptcy proceeding, had already
spoken to one of the members of her client group and secured their approval, was working to
resolve the matter, and had set up a call to discuss the same with her clients the following day.
These circumstances are detailed infra at § II, and supported by the accompanying Affidavit of
Cynthia Leppert (Exhibit B), and its referenced exhibits (including phone logs).
None of the above is mentioned in Forest’s motion.

Instead, Forest states, in a

disingenuous effort to establish its good faith:
Upon learning of the CoFund Objection [to the Chapter 7 Trustee’s
Motion in the People’s Power and Gas (PP&G) bankruptcy in
Connecticut], counsel for Debtor wrote in good faith to counsel for
CoFund on June 15, 2016, to demand that the Objection be
withdrawn by 12:00 p.m. on June 16, 2016. Counsel for CoFund
did not do so, and this motion follows.
[Dkt. 84 at ¶ 16.] It is inexplicable that Forest would state to this Court in one fell swoop that (a)
Forest’s counsel had demanded that the Objection be withdrawn; (b) that the Objection was not
withdrawn; and that (c) “this Motion follows,” without mentioning that CoFund’s lawyer had
been trying unsuccessfully, the day Forest’s Motion for Sanctions was filed, to get Forest’s
counsel to return or take her phone call. Further, because Forest’s Motion refers to the counsel
to whom the demand for withdrawal was made1 and then states that counsel did not in fact
withdraw the Objection, it can be read to suggest that the counsel to whom the demand was made
should have withdrawn the Objection. However, Forest had been informed that said counsel had

1

Although unclear from Forest’s Motion, the referenced demand was made to undersigned counsel (who
had not filed the Objection in Connecticut and is not admitted in the Connecticut court). See Exhibit C
hereto.

2
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not filed or participated in the filing of the Objection, is not licensed in Connecticut, and had not
even known the identity of the Connecticut lawyer who had filed the Objection until Forest’s
counsel so informed her (upon her asking him for that information). See § II.E., infra.
Further, Forest fails to mention in its Motion for Sanctions that two other entities,
unrelated to CoFund, had filed their own objections to the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee’s Motion.
Both such Objections remain pending. Curiously, Forest has filed no papers in this Court or the
Connecticut bankruptcy court accusing the other two objecting parties of violating the automatic
stay. The apparent aggression, and the demand for punitive damages, seems to have been saved
for CoFund alone.2
Forest’s actions were an example of excessive litigious behavior – one that serves only to
increase attorneys’ fees with no other benefit to the estate. Courts have stated that in such
circumstances, motions for sanctions should be denied; indeed Forest’s Motion, which has
unnecessarily burdened the bankruptcy estate, judicial resources, and CoFund’s resources,
should be denied.

II.

FACTUAL STATEMENT
A.

The PP&G Bankruptcy And The Chapter 7 Trustee’s Motion

People’s Power and Gas, LLC (“PP&G”) is a debtor in a Chapter 7 bankruptcy
proceeding pending in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Connecticut, In re
PP&G, Inc., Case No. 14-50574 (the “PP&G Bankruptcy”).
On June 1, 2016, the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee filed a motion seeking authority to
disburse over $1.3 million to Forest from the PP&G Bankruptcy estate (the “PP&G Chapter 7
2

Certainly, by Friday, June 24, 2016, these other parties were on actual notice of Forest’s bankruptcy
case, since CoFund filed a Response in the Connecticut Court on that date, withdrawing its Objection and
explicitly referencing Forest’s bankruptcy case. See Exhibit A.

3
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Trustee’s Motion”). See Exhibit D hereto. In his Motion, the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee
disclosed that he “has on deposit the sum of $1,376,908.44 (the “Deposits”), and stated:
Forest Capital, LLC (“Forest”) has filed a proof of claim as a
secured creditor in the amount of $4,893,382.31, representing the
amount due to Forest in connection with financing provided to the
debtor pursuant to a Master Factoring Agreement3 that grants
Forest a security interest in the debtor’s receivables, which security
interest is perfected by a UCC-1 Financing Statement.
Id. at ¶4]. The PP&G Trustee’s Motion sought authority to “disburse the Deposits to Forest less
the sum of $100,000.00, in partial payment of Forest’s secured claim.” Id. at ¶ 9. The deadline
for filing an Objection to the Motion was set for June 15, 2016, and notice was mailed to one of
CoFund’s principals. See Exhibit E.
On June 14, 2016, PP&G, as debtor, filed an Objection to the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee’s
Motion. Exhibit F. On June 15, 2016, CoFund and Long Island Lighting Company, d/b/a LIPA
(“LIPA”) filed separate Objections. See Exhibits G, H.
CoFund’s Objection is no longer pending. On June 24, 2016, CoFund filed a further
response to the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee’s Motion, which withdrew CoFund’s objection and
indicated CoFund’s consent that the determination of CoFund’s claims to the subject funds be
determined by the United States District Court for the District of Maryland Court, in Forest’s
bankruptcy case. See Exhibit A.
B.

The Master Participation Agreement.

CoFund’s interest in the funds sought to be distributed by the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee
arises out of the fact that Forest and CoFund are parties to a certain Master Participation
Agreement (hereinafter the “MPA”), which pertains to the same Master Factoring Agreement
referenced by the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee in ¶4 of his motion. See M P A , Exhibit I, and
3

CoFund is a participant in the Master Factoring Agreement. See discussion at §II.B., supra.

4
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Exhibit J, Declaration of Lee Goldmeier, Managing Member of CoFund (“Goldmeier
Declaration”), at ¶ 3. The effective date of the MPA was January 12, 2012. Goldmeier
Declaration at ¶ 3.
It is not uncommon for companies such as Forest, which are in the business of factoring
and providing other forms of commercial financing to clients, to enter into participation
agreements, such as the MPA, with third parties. The participations are not loans. Rather, they
are contractual arrangements between “a lead” (in this case, Forest) and a third party (in this
case, CoFund), in which the third party, or participant, provides funds to the lead, and the
lead, in turn, uses the funds from the participant to make advances to the lead’s client(s). Under a
participation agreement, the participant agrees to pay the lead for the lead’s promise to transfer
to the participant a percentage of the underlying transaction(s) and to service and manage the
account(s) for the benefit of the participant (and the lead). Goldmeier Declaration at ¶4.
The MPA is consistent with these concepts. Paragraph 2 of the MPA sets forth the
procedure for Forest to sell, and for CoFund to purchase, Participations, defined by the MPA to
be “an undivided interest in a Transaction [defined as the “financing provided by Lead to a
Client pursuant to a Master Factoring Agreement between Lead and such Client4] consisting of
the right to Compensation [in the form of a fee of at least 12% per year, calculated on the
principal amount of Participant’s Investment5] … and a Pro Rata interest in the underlying
Collateral [i.e., the Clients’ accounts receivables being factored pursuant to the Master

4

See definition of “Transaction,” MPA, Exhibit I, at 2. See also id. at 2 (“Factoring Agreement” defined
as the “Master Factoring Agreement between Lead and Client and all addenda and schedules thereto.”)
5

See definition of “Compensation,” MPA, Exhibit I, at 1; id. at ¶4.

5
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Factoring Agreement6] and Financing Documents [defined as the Master Factoring Agreement
between Lead and the Client, and all addenda and schedules thereto, as well as ancillary
documents, agreements, guaranties and instruments7].” Goldmeier Declaration at ¶5 and Exhibit
I, at 2.
Paragraph 2(f) of the MPA provides that:
“the parties intend that an Accepted Offer shall constitute
Participant and Lead as purchaser and seller, respectively, of a
proprietary interest in the Transaction and not as creditor and
debtor. Lead shall hold the Financing Documents in its own
name for the benefit of Lead and the benefit and as nominee
for Participant as their respective interests may appear.
Participant’s interest in any Transaction shall be Ratably
concurrent and rank pari passu with the interest of Lead.”
(Emph. added). MPA, at Exhibit I, ¶2(f).
Paragraph 5 of the MPA, entitled “SECURITY INTEREST,” states the following:
As security for each Participation, Lead hereby grants to
Participant a first priority security interest in the Financing
Documents and the Collateral relating to each Transaction to the
extent of Participant’s Pro Rata interest in the Transaction and
hereby authorizes Participant, as secured creditor, to prepare and
file against Lead, as debtor, such UCC-1 financing statements
approved by Lead as may be consistent with this subsection and
the perfection requirements of applicable law, which approval
shall not be unreasonably withheld.
Id. at ¶5.

8

As described below, CoFund believes that it is an owner of at least some of the

assets proposed to be distributed by the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee.9

6

See definition of “Collateral,” MPA, Exhibit I, at 1; definition of “Factoring Agreement, id. at 2.

7

See definition of Financing Documents, MPA, Exhibit I, at 1; see also definition of “Factoring
Agreement,” id. at 2.

8

In accordance with ¶ 5 of the MPA, CoFund arranged for the filing, on January 23, 2012, of the
UCC Financing Statement attached hereto as Exhibit K.

9

See definition of “Participation” in the MPA (“undivided interest in a Transaction…”). MPA at I.

6
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Forest’s Recent Pre-Petition Acknowledgements Of CoFund’s Participating
Interest In The PP&G Account.

Forest has admitted that CoFund holds participation interests in the PP&G account. On
December 30, 2015, Marty Helfand, a co-owner of Forest and its Chief Credit Officer,
transmitted to CoFund a statement that CoFund’s participation in PP&G totaled $3,137,672.21 as
of that date. Exhibit L; see Goldmeier Declaration at ¶ 12. See also Exhibit M, containing
copies of certain Offer and Acceptance Forms relating to CoFund’s participation in Forest’s
transactions with PP&G, and Goldmeier Declaration at ¶ 6. Further, at the hearing before this
Court that took place on May 9, 2016, regarding Forest’s proposed motion to sell certain assets
of the estate, John Fox (“Fox”), CEO of Forest, testified that he did not believe that CoFund has
a participation interest in the [non-PP&G] assets proposed to be sold at that time because those
participations of CoFund’s were “paid off” and placed into other accounts, including the nowbankrupt PP&G.10
D.

Objections Filed In The Connecticut Bankruptcy By PP&G, LIPA And
CoFund.

The PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee mailed a notice of his motion to CoFund, indicating a
deadline of June 15, 2016 for filing Objections to the Motion. The Motion itself acknowledged
that PP&G, CoFund, and Jeffrey Wurst, Esq. (who, together with his law firm, Ruskin, Moscou
Faltischek, PC (“RMF”), is the notice party identified on Forest’s Proof of Claim11 filed in the
PP&G bankruptcy, as well as the appointed Special Counsel for Forest in its own bankruptcy
10

Exhibit R at 46:22 – 46:25, 47:13 – 47:15. Fox also admitted that he could not “recall asking CoFund
to consent to using funds from the clients that are listed on Schedule 2.1 for the PP&G account.” See id.
at 49:1 – 49:4. The MPA, however, does not provide for such substitution of participation interests,
certainly not without CoFund’s permission.
11

Forest Capital’s Proof of Claim is Exhibit A to Forest Capital’s Motion for Sanctions.

7
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case) may assert rights to share in the proposed disbursement to Forest. The PP&G Chapter 7
Trustee stated:
Other parties in interest may contest the amount of Forest’s debt,
the perfection of Forest’s security interest and/or the priority of
said security interest. Further there may be entities who assert
rights to share in a disbursement to which Forest may be entitled.
These entities include but are not necessarily limited to the
debtor’s principal; BlackRock, Inc., (the entity that served as
securities intermediary with respect to the debtor’s posting of
collateral in connection with its electricity purchases); Co-Fund II
LLC (an entity that asserts an entitlement to a portion of the funds
that may be distributed to Forest) and Forest’s attorneys
(asserting an attorney’s lien on sums due to Forest).
Exhibit D at ¶ 10. Indeed, Wurst, on behalf of RMF, has previously informed this Court that he
asserts an attorney “charging lien” against assets of Forest.12
On June 14, 2016, PP&G, as Debtor, filed an Objection to the Trustee’s Motion. No
specific grounds were stated in PP&G’s Objection. See PP&G’s Objection, Exhibit F hereto, at
¶2 (attesting, without further explanation, that PP&G “takes the position that it has valid and
well-reasoned grounds for its Objection, which will be evidenced later in supplemental
pleadings, to be proffered within a reasonable period of time”).
On June 15, 2016, CoFund, through Connecticut counsel who was then unknown to
12

For example, in disclosing the fact that he had a conflict with Forest in the context of his application to
be retained as Special Counsel in this bankruptcy case, Mr. Wurst stated:
As of the Petition Date, the Debtor is indebted to RMF in the
approximate amount of $650,000 for unpaid legal fees relating to RMF’s
representation of the Debtor prior to the Petition Date. Accordingly,
RMF is a creditor in the Debtor’s case. RMF and the Debtor
understand that the Debtor cannot pay that claim without an
appropriate order from this Court. We do note that RMF claims an
attorneys’ charging lien resulting from its unpaid fees owing in
connection with the matters described in Paragraph 6 above.
[Dkt. 55, at ¶ 10.] RMF’s claim asserted against Forest was one of the reasons CoFund objected to its
retention as Special Counsel to the Debtor in this case.

8
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undersigned counsel, filed its Objection to the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee’s Motion, which is the
subject of Forest’s Motion for Sanctions. Exhibit G hereto. The Objection objected to the
PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee’s Motion, and to “any monies being disbursed to Forest Capital.” It
stated, in the nature of an explanation, that “[i]t is CoFund’s position that ALL of the monies on
hand in the [PP&G] estate’s bank accounts, and ALL future monies recovered in avoidance
actions or elsewhere, be remitted to CoFund, and that no monies be remitted to Forest Capital.”
Id. at 2-3. The CoFund Objection did not mention the Forest bankruptcy. Apparently, the
Connecticut lawyer was unaware of the same. See Exhibit A at ¶ 8.
Also on June 15, 2016, LIPA filed an Objection. See Exhibit H. LIPA’s Objection states
it has an interest in the funds held by the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee and that they “should not be
disbursed to Forest.” Id. at ¶ 6. LIPA’s and CoFund’s Objections are thus similar in that each
object to the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee’s proposed disbursement of monies to Forest.13
E.

CoFund’s Unrequited Efforts To Talk With Forest’s Counsel And Resolve
The Matter Prior To The Motion For Sanctions Being Filed.

Ironically, it was undersigned counsel who, in an effort toward candor and avoiding
potential conflict, contacted Forest’s counsel to discuss the mechanics of placing before this
Court – not the Connecticut bankruptcy court – a request to determine the issue of how the
PP&G monies about to be disbursed to Forest by the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee should be
distributed to the Forest’s creditors.

13

However, LIPA expressly states that it wishes the Court “to preserve intact the proceeds of accounts
receivable collected in LIPA’s service area until the amounts thereof which belong to LIPA and the
amounts which belong to customers can be determined.” Id. at ¶ 9.

9
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Undersigned first called Forest’s bankruptcy counsel, Jeremy Friedberg, Esq., about this
issue on June 14, 2016. She was unaware of the Objection soon to be filed in Connecticut on
behalf of CoFund or the identity of any Connecticut attorney who might be about to do so. She
was, however, aware that the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee had filed a motion to distribute monies to
Forest pursuant to the Master Factoring Agreement between PP&G and Forest, and she was
aware that Forest had admitted that CoFund had a participation interest in Forest’s PP&G
account. She was also aware that Jeffrey Wurst, Esq., the appointed Special Counsel for Forest,
had asserted a “charging lien” (apparently, a creature of New York law, where Mr. Wurst
practices) against Forest,14 and she wished to inquire if Mr. Wurst took the position that this
“charging lien” gave him priority rights, over CoFund, to the funds about to be distributed by the
PP&G Trustee to Forest.
Undersigned counsel thus telephoned Mr. Friedberg on June 14, 2016 for the purpose of
(a) inquiring if he was aware if Mr. Wurst or anyone else asserted that they had a right to those
funds in priority to CoFund, and, if so, (b) explore the possibility with Mr. Friedberg of the
parties seeking a Court order from this Court, directing that upon receipt by Forest of those
monies from the PP&G account, the monies could be transferred into Mr. Friedberg’s IOLTA
account, pending later determination by the Court, just as had been done with respect to the sale
proceeds from Forest’s bankruptcy asset sale two weeks earlier (“the Sale Proceeds”).15 Mr.
Friedberg was at an out-of-town hearing when undersigned counsel telephoned his office on June
14, 2016, and so the two planned by email to speak the next day.

14

See supra at n.12.

15

See “Order … Approving Asset Purchase Agreement Among the Debtor and the Buyer…” [Dkt. 74]
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Accordingly, on June 15, 2016, undersigned counsel called Mr. Friedberg again. With
respect to her question regarding the existence of competing claims, no clear answer was
obtained. She then inquired as to whether Mr. Friedberg would be open to the idea of the PP&G
funds being held in his IOLTA account with the Sale Proceeds. Mr. Friedberg responded that he
would need to ask Mr. Wurst if he would consent to having the monies from the PP&G Chapter
7 Trustee be placed in Mr. Friedberg’s IOLTA account, since it was possible that Mr. Wurst
would have a concern that this could negatively impact his asserted “charging lien.” In an effort
to efficiently resolve this potential issue, undersigned counsel said that she would talk to her
clients and recommend that they agree that to the extent Mr. Wurst had a lien on the PP&G
proceeds, such lien would continue to attach, in its same order of priority, to the proceeds when
deposited in Mr. Friedberg’s IOLTA account. The two then discussed that both believed that it
was appropriate for the matter to be decided by this Court, and discussed the mechanics of
presenting to this Court, for determination (1) the competing claims pertaining to the Sales
Proceeds; and (2) the funds to be received by the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee, as well as the need
for discovery. With respect to timing for counsel’s continued discussion, undersigned counsel
explained that she was being picked up momentarily from her office to travel to the MSBA
Annual Conference in Ocean City, Maryland and would be attending a Board of Governors
meeting upon arrival, but that (a) she had already arranged for a conference call among her client
decision-makers for Friday morning (since that had been the first available time for scheduling);
and (b) she would call Mr. Friedberg immediately after that Friday morning telephone call with
an update as to whether CoFund would agree that any charging lien held by Mr. Wurst would
attach to the PP&G funds if transferred into Mr. Friedman’s IOLTA account, without change to
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its order of priority.
During this same conversation, undersigned counsel mentioned to Mr. Friedberg, in an
abundance of caution (and, ironically, to avoid potential later misunderstandings) that a nonbankruptcy lawyer from outside of Connecticut, associated with CoFund, had mentioned to her
that morning that he had heard that CoFund had already filed an Objection to the PP&G Chapter
7 Trustee’s Motion. Undersigned counsel noted that the docket sheet for the PP&G bankruptcy
case did not reflect that an Objection had been filed by CoFund, but did reflect that an Objection
had been filed, and wondered aloud as to whether this was the cause of confusion. She further
stated that the person who would know more was out of the office in depositions. Finally, she
said that in the event that an Objection somehow was filed on behalf of CoFund, she believed
she could get the situation “righted” and had already, that morning, secured the agreement of
one of the CoFund group that if an Objection had been filed, it should be withdrawn. She said
that any remaining issue on this would be discussed in the Friday morning CoFund call.
As undersigned counsel traveled to Ocean City, Mr. Friedberg sent her an email asking
that she call him. Undersigned counsel promptly did so, and was told by Mr. Friedberg that an
objection had in fact been filed in Connecticut. Undersigned counsel expressed surprise, asked
who the Connecticut lawyer was since she had no idea (Mr. Friedberg provided the contact
information), and said, again, that she felt she could have this “righted” on Friday morning when
she spoke to the client group. Mr. Friedberg stated, cordially, that he nonetheless was going to
“have to” send her a “362 letter” putting her on notice of a stay violation, but would “try not to
make it too aggressive.” The conversation ended with undersigned counsel stating that she
would telephone Mr. Friedberg after her Friday morning client call, and repeated that she already
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had one member of her client group who agreed that the Objection should be withdrawn.
Forest’s surprising demand for withdrawal of Objection by noon
On Thursday, June 16
Within the hour, Mr. Friedberg sent undersigned counsel an email demanding that the
Objection in Connecticut be withdrawn by noon the following day (Thursday). See Exhibit C.
This was surprising given the previous explanation that a call was scheduled for Friday morning.
Upon arrival in Ocean City, undersigned counsel then set about attempting to get the
matter resolved even more quickly than by Friday morning. She cancelled, missed and/or
postponed other calls and meetings, and arranged for a conference call with her client group for 9
a.m. the next morning (Thursday, June 16, 2016).
Undersigned counsel’s unreturned phone calls
to Forest’s counsel
At 10:00 a.m. on June 16, 2016, immediately upon ending the scheduled conference call
with the client group, undersigned counsel began to telephone Mr. Friedberg to let him know that
CoFund was in agreement that the matter should be decided in Maryland and not in Connecticut,
with the proceeds being handled like the Sale Proceeds (with the funds being held by Mr.
Friedberg’s firm subject to Order of the Bankruptcy Court); furthermore, CoFund would agree
that to alleviate any concern that Mr. Wurst might have, any liens that Mr. Wurst might have
against the funds released by the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee would continue to attach, in their
present order of priority, after being transferred to Mr. Friedberg’s IOLTA account.
Undersigned counsel was told by Mr. Friedberg’s office assistant that she expected him
in the office soon. Undersigned counsel proceeded to call Mr. Friedberg’s direct dial or firm’s
main office number three additional times that day, until 2:40 p.m., leaving messages with the
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office assistant a total of four times, at 10:01 a.m., 10:48 a.m., 12:14 p.m., and 2:40 p.m. See
iPhone screenshots for three of those calls, attached as Exhibit N. Undersigned counsel was
repeatedly told by Mr. Friedberg’s office assistant that she had not yet heard from Mr. Friedberg,
but was leaving him messages. In an abundance of caution, undersigned counsel sent Mr.
Friedberg two emails that day confirming that she had been trying to reach him. See emails,
Exhibit O (emails time-stamped at 10:59 a.m. and 2:50 p.m.).
Finally, at 2:57 p.m., Mr. Friedberg responded to the second email, and stated that he
would be available for a phone call the next day, Friday.16

Exhibit P. This was the first

communication from Mr. Friedberg that day, and undersigned counsel looked forward to
resolving the matter on Friday.
F.

Forest Files Its Motion for Sanctions Rather Than Return CoFund Counsel’s
Phone Calls

However, just one hour later, at approximately 4:03 p.m., while undersigned counsel was
in a Maryland Bar Foundation meeting, she received an ECF notification that Mr. Friedberg had
filed the Motion for Sanctions -- even though she had been calling him all day, and even
though she had brought the issue up to him the previous day saying that she was sure she
could get it righted.
Inexplicably, given the circumstances, the Motion for Sanctions sought $100,000.00 in
punitive damages. The Motion did not mention that undersigned counsel had been discussing
the issue with Mr. Friedman, or that she was out of town, or that there were other objections to
the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee’s Motion pending, and thus no emergency. Still to this date, Forest

16

Undersigned counsel had emailed inquiring if he was available for a call the next day (Friday), and
stating that his office staff said he had not been in the office that day (Thursday).
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has not filed any motion in Maryland or Connecticut asserting that PP&G or LIPA are in
violation of the automatic stay.
Needless to say, Cofound was frustrated and perplexed by the filing of Forest’s Motion
for Sanctions. Despite that frustration, they agreed not to alter their course, and to stick by their
agreement to cooperate with Forest in getting the matter transferred to Maryland.
Undersigned counsel finally spoke with Mr. Friedberg the next day, Friday, June 17,
2016. Rather than spend time debating what CoFund saw as the inappropriateness of the Motion
for Sanctions, undersigned counsel informed Mr. Friedberg that CoFund would agree to
withdraw its Objection in the Connecticut court, and that the monies sought to be paid by the
PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee should be paid to Forest (with the priority of any liens that Mr. Wurst
might have remaining intact, to alleviate his concerns), subject to further Order of this Court.
She suggested that, to expedite that process, Forest and CoFund jointly inform the Connecticut
court that they had reached this resolution, and that they agree that the funds be held by Mr.
Friedberg subject to further order of this Court (along with the Sale Proceeds Mr. Friedberg was
already holding).

Unfortunately, Mr. Friedberg immediately stated that Mr. Wurst would not

agree to this, and that since Mr. Wurst has been appointed Special Counsel for Forest, he should
be allowed to hold the funds in his attorney trust or escrow account. Mr. Wurst is not a
Maryland attorney, so this would presumably be an out-of-state account.
CoFund firmly believes that it would be inappropriate for Mr. Wurst to hold the monies
because Mr. Wurst and his law firm, RMF, have asserted their own interest in these same
funds. See e.g., Dkt. 71 at ¶5(e). Since RMF is “Special Counsel” to Forest, under 11 U.S.C. §
327(e), and is located outside of Maryland, CoFund believes that it would be appropriate for the
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monies to be distributed to Forest’s main bankruptcy counsel, Mr. Friedberg, for him to hold in
his Maryland attorney IOLTA account where he is holding the Sale Proceeds. Mr. Friedberg has
not asserted a personal interest in any of these funds.
Undersigned counsel informed Mr. Friedberg in their Friday, June 17 conversation that
although CoFund was disappointed that Forest wanted Mr. Wurst to hold the funds instead of Mr.
Friedberg, CoFund would still withdraw the Connecticut Objection, and then would seek an

Order from this Court that the funds should be held in Mr. Friedberg’s IOLTA account, pending
an Order of this Court as to their distributions among Forest’s creditors. She stated that due to
her schedule in Ocean City and some computer issues, she would address this further and be
back in touch at the beginning of the following week.
On Tuesday, June 21, 2016,17 in an attempt to move the matter forward, undersigned
counsel wrote to Mr. Friedberg seeking confirmation that regardless of which attorney held the
funds, they would be held subject to Order of this Court. In the same email, she referenced
CoFund’s continued belief that the distribution of any funds disbursed to Forest by the PP&G
funds, including CoFund’s claim thereto, should be determined by the Maryland bankruptcy
court. She wrote:
Jeremy,
CoFund believes that you, and not Mr. Wurst, should hold the
monies sought to be disbursed by the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee to
Forest Capital, pending a determination by the Maryland
Bankruptcy Court as to the appropriate distribution of those
funds. We understand that Mr. Wurst believes that he has a
“charging lien” against those funds which is superior to CoFund’s
rights. It is for that reason, as well as Mr. Wurst’s status as special
17

Several days passed because during the intervening period, CoFund had needed to evaluate Mr. Wurst’s
reported refusal to agree to have the funds transferred in Mr. Friedman’s account, and New York
“charging lien” law, and the unexpected LIPA Objection that had been filed.
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counsel and location outside of Maryland, that we believe that Mr.
Wurst should not be holding the funds.
It is my understanding from you that Mr. Wurst will not
consent to your holding the funds, even if CoFund agrees that
whatever “charging lien” he has would likewise attach to the
funds if held by you. Because of this, we intend to ask the
Maryland Bankruptcy court, at the appropriate time, to make the
decision as to where the funds should be held.
Meanwhile, will you & Mr. Wurst consent that regardless of
where the Court directs (or we ultimately agree) that the funds
will be held, they will be held pending a determination by the
Maryland bankruptcy court as to how they should be
distributed? I wouldn’t think that there would be a problem with
that, since, after all, the funds are in satisfaction of Forest Capital’s
claim and Mr. Wurst stated in his Declaration that he and his firm
understand that they cannot be paid monies in satisfaction of
RMF’s claim without an Order of the Maryland bankruptcy court.
Cindy
Exhibit Q (emphasis added). Unfortunately, Forest responded by conditioning such agreement
upon CoFund’s payment of Forest’s attorneys’ fees incurred and an agreement that the funds
would be held “subject to Mr. Wurst’s charging lien” (i.e., not subject to any argument Mr.
Wurst might have that he has a charging lien, but instead “subject to [his] charging
lien”)(emphasis added). Specifically, Forest’s counsel wrote18:
Once CoFund withdraws the Objection in the PP & G case and
pays the legal fees of my firm and Mr. Wurst’s firm with respect to
CoFund’s violation of 11 USC § 362, we will work with you to
18

Forest added “FOR SETTLEMENT PURPOSES ONLY” to the email, but the email is not excluded
under Rule 408 of the Federal Rules of Evidence, made applicable through Fed. R. Bankr. P. 9017. Rule
408 excludes only evidence used “to prove or disprove the amount of a disputed claim or to impeach by a
prior inconsistent statement or a contradiction.” Further, under the exceptions to Rule 408, the court may
admit evidence from settlement negotiations “for other purposes” such as “negating a contention of undue
delay.” FRE 408(b); See e.g., ABM Indus., Inc. v. Zurich Am. Ins. Co., 237 F.R.D. 225, 228 (N.D. Cal.
2006) (“By its terms, the Rule does not require exclusion of any evidence otherwise discoverable simply
because it is presented in the course of compromise negotiations.”); Rader v. ShareBuilder Corp., 772 F.
Supp. 2d 599, 605 (D. Del. 2011), aff’d sub nom. Rader v. ING Groep NV, 497 F. App’x 171 (3d Cir.
2012)(“Here, Rader alleges that ShareBuilder was acting in bad faith, that it was threatening and
attempting to blackmail him. If the settlement letter is the means by which ShareBuilder engaged in such
independent violations, then it would potentially be admissible to prove these entirely separate wrongs.”)
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craft a stipulation that directs funds from the PP & G case to be
held by my firm (pending further order of the Maryland
bankruptcy court) subject to Ruskin Moscou’s [Mr. Wurst’s
firm’s] charging lien and we will withdraw the request for punitive
damages. Please let me know how your client wants to proceed.
Exhibit Q. Disappointed in Forest’s decision to condition its agreement to hold the monies
subject to Order of this Court, upon (1) CoFund’s payment of Forest’s attorneys’ fees and (2) an
agreement that the monies would be subject to a charging lien in favor of Mr. Wurst, CoFund did
not respond. CoFund did, however, proceed, as earlier promised, with the preparation and filing
of a paper withdrawing CoFund’s Objection. See § G supra.
G.

CoFund’s Withdrawal of Its Objection.

On June 24, 2016, CoFund withdrew its Objection. See Exhibit A, Further Response By
CoFund II, LLC (CoFund) To Motion By Richard M. Coan, Trustee, For Relief From The
Automatic Stay To Disburse Sums To Secured Creditor, And Withdrawal Of CoFund’s Prior
Objection To The Trustee’s Motion (the “Withdrawal of Objection”). See Exhibit A, stating:
8.
Forest is a Debtor in a bankruptcy case currently pending in
the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Maryland, In
re Forest Capital, LLC (Chapter 11), Case No. 16-13850-JFS (“the
Forest Bankruptcy Case”). The undersigned local counsel for
Cofund had no knowledge of the existence of the Forest
Bankruptcy case until a number of days after it was filed.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

10.
Because (a) Forest is a debtor in a bankruptcy case pending
in the Bankruptcy Court in Maryland; (b) CoFund’s and LIPA’s
Objections to the Chapter 7 Trustee’s Motion concern CoFund’s
and LIPA’s respective and asserted rights with respect to the
monies that the Chapter 7 Trustee proposes to pay Forest Capital;
and (c) each of CoFund and LIPA claim entitlement to at least a
portion of those monies, CoFund respectfully suggests that the
Bankruptcy Court in Maryland should resolve the issues referenced
in CoFund’s and LIPA’s Objections. CoFund is no longer
seeking resolution by this Court of the issues pertaining to its
claim.
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11.
Accordingly, prior to this Court’s scheduled hearing on the
Chapter 7 Trustee’s Motion for Relief, CoFund will be seeking an
Order from the Bankruptcy Court in Maryland to the effect that in
the event that the Chapter 7 Trustee disburses funds to Forest, said
funds would be held in escrow pending further order of the
Bankruptcy Court in Maryland upon resolution by that Court of
CoFund’s claims to those funds, with all liens or interests
(including, but not limited to ownership or co-ownership interests),
currently in existence, attaching to the escrowed funds. CoFund
is not seeking an Order from this Court regarding these issues,
and to the extent its Original Objection may have requested
such relief from this Court, CoFund withdraws such request.
However, CoFund reserves its right to assert its position on these
issues to this Court if, in the future, another party were to seek
from this Court an Order regarding how (i.e., in which account) the
funds should be held by Forest Capital pending resolution of
CoFund’s claim to said funds, and this Court were to determine to
take jurisdiction of the said issues.
12.
CoFund further states, to avoid all doubt, that it is not
requesting that this Court determine the issues between Forest and
CoFund, seeking elimination of the $100,000 carve-out proposed
by the Chapter 7 Trustee, or seeking an Order from this Court
seeking that the funds be paid directly to CoFund.
Exhibit A (underlined emphasis in original). To date, PP&G and LIPA have not withdrawn their
Objections to the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee’s Motion.
III.

ARGUMENT
The Motion is based on the mistaken belief that CoFund’s interest in the PP&G Funds is

“property of the estate” and thus subject to the automatic stay. Even assuming arguendo, in any
event, that there was a violation of the automatic stay, any “need” to file the Motion could have
been averted by either returning one of undersigned counsel’s telephone calls placed prior to the
Motion being filed, or waiting to speak to counsel on Friday.
Mr. Friedberg’s failure to mitigate any purported damages caused by CoFund’s alleged
violation of the automatic stay by “racing to the court” to file the Motion, is fatal to Forest’s
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request for sanctions. Further, courts from numerous jurisdictions have held that an award of
damages is not appropriate where, as here, attorney’s fees are the only damages suffered by
“excessively litigious” debtors.
Finally, the Motion seeks punitive damages in the amount of $100,000. As explained in
detail below, punitive damages are only warranted where the court finds “egregious misconduct”
on the part of the creditor. The facts do not support such a finding in the present case and,
indeed, Forest does not argue this element.
A.

The Funds Held By PP&G Are Not Part Of Forest’s Estate

Without citing any legal support, Forest asserts that “[t]he Objection and relief CoFund
requests constitute willful violations of 11 USC § 362(a)(3), (4), (5) and (6).” Motion, at 3.
However, these statutory provisions only protect property of the estate, or property in which
Forest has a claim.
11 U.S.C.A. § 541(d) provides:
Property in which the debtor holds, as of the commencement of the
case, only legal title and not an equitable interest, such as a
mortgage secured by real property, or an interest in such a
mortgage, sold by the debtor but as to which the debtor retains
legal title to service or supervise the servicing of such mortgage or
interest, becomes property of the estate under subsection (a)(1) or
(2) of this section only to the extent of the debtor’s legal title to
such property, but not to the extent of any equitable interest in
such property that the debtor does not hold.
(Emphasis added.) Forest does not address, or establish, in its Motion that it has an equitable
interest in the funds held by the PP&G Chapter 7 Trustee.
Courts have explained that pursuant to § 541(d), “property of the estate” does not include
“property held in trust, escrow, or as part of bailment part of the estate.” See e.g., In re S.W.
Bach & Co., 435 B.R. 866, 878 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2010). Indeed, the Supreme Court in United
States v. Whiting Pools, Inc. discussed the legislative history of § 541 and stated: “The legislative
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history indicates that Congress intended to exclude from the estate property of others in which
the debtor had some minor interest such as a lien or bare legal title.” 462 U.S. 198, 205, 103 S.
Ct. 2309, 2314, 76 L. Ed. 2d 515 (1983) (citing 124 Cong.Rec. 32399, 32417 (1978) (remarks of
Rep. Edwards) (emphasis added).
Pursuant to § 2(f) of the MPA, CoFund is considered a “purchaser” of a proprietary
interest in any transaction in which it executed an “Accepted Offer” with Forest. As the “lead
under the MPA,” Forest is required to “hold the Financing Documents in its own name for the
benefit of Lead and the benefit and as nominee for Participant as their respective interests
may appear.” MPA, § 2(f) (emphasis added).
Accordingly, under the MPA, Forest is, in essence, simply CoFund’s “trustee” for
accounts receivable in which CoFund has an interest. At the very most, Forest holds “bare legal
title” to CoFund’s interests in the PP&G Funds, but it does not hold any equitable interest in the
funds that CoFund is owed from PP&G. The extent to which it may have an interest in the
PP&G Funds is not expanded simply because Forest is now involved in a bankruptcy. In re
Squyres, 172 B.R. 592, 594 (Bankr. C.D. Ill. 1994) (“the debtor’s interests in an asset or his
rights against others are not expanded by the filing of a bankruptcy proceeding.”); In re Madden,
153 B.R. 119, 122 (Bankr. E.D.N.Y. 1993) (“a debtor’s estate’s interest in any property is equal
to the interests of the debtor in such property as of the commencement of the case. 11 U.S.C. §
541(a)(1).”); Matter of TTS, Inc., 158 B.R. 583, 587-88 (D. Del. 1993) (“§ 541 can provide the
debtor’s estate no greater interest in property after filing for bankruptcy than the debtor had prior
to filing.”)
Since CoFund’s interest in the PP&G Funds are not property of Forest’s estate, that
interest is likewise not subject to the automatic stay.
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B. Forest Failed To Mitigate Its Alleged Damages
Even if CoFund’s interest in the PP&G Funds is “property of the estate” and thus
protected by the automatic stay, Forest is not entitled to sanctions since it failed to mitigate its
damages.
It is axiomatic that the automatic stay provisions of the Bankruptcy Code are “intended
to be a shield protecting debtors and their estates, and should not be used as a sword for their
enrichment.” In re Risner, 317 B.R. 830, 839-41 (Bankr. D. Idaho 2004). To that end, “a court
may determine that a motion made pursuant to § 362(k) was wasteful and limit the attorney’s
compensation award to the amount that he would have earned had he handled the matter
efficiently.” In re Seaton, 462 B.R. 582, 605 (Bankr. E.D. Va. 2011).
Importantly, courts have warned that “an excessively litigious approach to violations of
the automatic stay that do not cause damages in and of themselves must be guarded against,” In
re Ampal-Am. Israel Corp., 502 B.R. 361, 374 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2013), and have expressed
“dismay” at the “cottage industry of precipitous section 362(h) litigation” where the moving
party’s only claimed injuries are his fees incurred in writing the motion. In re Risner, 317 B.R.
830, 839-41 (Bankr. D. Idaho 2004).
It is improper for a debtor to file a motion for sanctions without affording a creditor
a reasonable amount of time to correct a violation of the automatic stay. In re Briskey, 258
B.R. 473, 478 (Bankr. M.D. Ala. 2001) (“In the event that a creditor does not take the necessary
action, within a reasonable period of time, the debtor may move the Bankruptcy Court for an
appropriate order seeking damages, attorney’s fees and, if appropriate, punitive damages.”)
(emphasis added).
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In re Risner is particularly instructive here. There, the court discussed the debtor’s
decision “to commence litigation without ever contacting the creditor to see if the matter could
be promptly and inexpensively resolved.” 317 B.R. 830, 839-41 (Bankr. D. Idaho 2004). The
court declined to impose sanctions, as follows:
While it is incumbent upon creditors to respect the automatic stay
and cease collection activity once they are made aware of a
bankruptcy filing, debtors and their attorneys cannot use a
creditor’s harmless error to profit. The Court is required only to
compensate any actual, proven damages and reasonable attorney's
fees. When a creditor’s conduct is not particularly egregious and
the debtor makes no effort to correct the problem before
racing into Court, there is no absolute requirement that
sanctions be imposed.
The Court must evaluate the costs and fees claimed and determine
if those expenses could have been mitigated. Roman, 283 B.R. at
12. It has been made sufficiently clear here that any brief
communication by Debtors or Mr. Beeman with PMI would
have led to the prompt and full resolution of the matter. There
would have been no need to generate any pleadings in this case or
attend any hearings.… [W]hen bills or telephone calls are received
by his debtors, Mr. Beeman appears to elect to litigate rather than
simply making a call or writing a letter and solving the
problem. This approach does not serve his clients’ best interests
and, ultimately, it serves mostly to generate fees. The Court need
not reward such behavior. The Court has and will continue to
impose sanctions for § 362 violations when there is sufficient
cause and competent evidence. This case does not present such a
situation.
In re Risner, 317 B.R. 830, 839-41 (Bankr. D. Idaho 2004) (emphasis added).
Like In re Risner, Forest could have—and should have—mitigated its alleged damages
by simply communicating with CoFund’s counsel prior to filing the Motion. Undersigned
counsel discussed with Forest’s counsel that she would not be in her office in Baltimore while
attending the MSBA Conference in Ocean City beginning on the afternoon of June 15 through
June 18, 2016. Undersigned counsel told Forest’s counsel several times that she did not know
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that an Objection would be filed, but, if it were, she believed the Objection could be withdrawn
and she would discuss the same Objection with her clients during a telephone conference on
Friday, June 17.
Unbeknownst to undersigned counsel, CoFund’s Objection was, in fact, filed later that
day, while she was en route to Ocean City for the bar conference. In fact, while in the car on the
way to the conference, Forest’s counsel contacted undersigned counsel to inform her that the
Objection had been filed. Undersigned counsel assured Forest’s counsel that she would get back
to him on Friday after her scheduled telephone conference with CoFund representatives and its
other counsel.
Regardless, and to her utter surprise, Forest’s counsel sent her an email later that day
(Wednesday) threatening to file the Motion if the Objection had not been withdrawn by noon on
Thursday—a mere twenty-two hours later. Again, at this point, Forest was well aware that
undersigned counsel had a scheduled conference call with her clients for the following day
(Friday), and that she was and would be out of the office during Forest’s artificial deadline. Mr.
Forest’s counsel’s deadline was certainly not reasonable under the circumstances.
After receiving the email, undersigned counsel attempted repeatedly to reach Forest’s
counsel by telephone (confirmed by emails). She was notified by Forest’s counsel office that he
was not in the office, and sent him an email confirming the same. After still more attempts to
contact Forest’s counsel by telephone, undersigned counsel sent him a second email confirming
her attempts and that she was being told he was not in the office. In response to her inquiry,
Forest’s counsel responded that he would be in the office all day Friday.
It now appears that during at least some of the time that Forest’s counsel Mr. Friedberg
was “unavailable” on Thursday to speak with undersigned counsel, he was preparing to file the
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Motion. It is as though a determination were made to file the Motion before attempting to
resolve the matter outside of court. Forest chose to “race to the court” and file the Motion before
speaking with undersigned counsel or awaiting the outcome of undersigned counsel’s Friday
conversation with CoFund representatives and its other counsel. Forest’ss actions in filing the
Motion are precisely the “excessively litigious” tactics that courts warn must be guarded against.
Despite undersigned counsel’s countless, good-faith attempts to contact Forest’s counsel
Mr. Friedberg to come to a resolution, the Motion brazenly asserts that “Upon learning of the
CoFund Objection, counsel for Debtor wrote in good faith to counsel for CoFund on June 15,
2016, to demand that the Objection be withdrawn by 12:00 p.m. on June 16, 2016. Counsel for
CoFund did not do so, and this motion follows.” Motion, at 3. Given undersigned counsel’s
efforts, Forest’s portrayal of events are disingenuous, at best.
Since Forest failed to mitigate its damages and instead chose to litigate the matter in court
before attempting to come to a resolution with CoFund’s counsel, sanctions against CoFund are
unwarranted.
C. Forest Has Not Alleged Any Damage Other Than Attorneys’ Fees
Forest does not purport to have suffered any actual damage other than attorneys’ fees
incurred in drafting the Motion. A court “may properly decline to award attorneys’ fees and
costs incurred in connection with the prosecution of a willful stay violation where the only
damages incurred by the injured party are the legal fees and costs incurred in bringing the
motion. In re Ampal-Am. Israel Corp., 502 B.R. 361, 374-75 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2013).
Moreover, “[a] debtor alleging a violation of the automatic stay has the burden to demonstrate,
by a preponderance of the evidence, that a violation of the automatic stay has occurred, that the
violation was willfully committed by the respondent, and that the debtor suffered damage as a
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result of the violation.” In re Witkowski, 523 B.R. 291, 297 (B.A.P. 1st Cir. 2014) (emphasis
added).
Glaringly absent from the Motion is any mention of actual damages, other than
attorneys’ fees and litigation expenses, that Forest has incurred as a result of CoFund’s alleged
actions. Remarkably, the docket in the PP&G Bankruptcy Case reveals that two other entities
have filed objections similar to that of CoFund’s, yet, Forest has not moved for sanctions against
those entities, nor has it even notified those entities that Forest is in bankruptcy
As explained above, sanctions are unwarranted where the only injury suffered by a debtor
is its attorneys’ fees incurred while filing a motion for sanctions. See also, In re Haan, 93 B.R.
439, 441 (Bankr.W .D. N.C.1988) (declining to award sanctions for violation of stay where the
only injury was attorney’s fees, stating “no harm-no foul and no injury-no attorneys fees”).
In the Motion, Forest cites In re Ojiegbe, 539 B.R. 474 (Bankr. D. Md. 2015) as apparent
support for its contention that “Actual damages include attorneys’ fees reasonably incurred in
connection with the violations of the stay and rectifying the same.” Motion, at p. 4. In so doing,
Forest ignores that the debtor in In re Ojiegbe suffered actual damages in addition to the debtor’s
attorneys’ fees, which, as explained above, is simply not the case here. See id. at 420.
Forest has failed to satisfy its burden to prove that it suffered any actual damage as a
result of CoFund’s alleged actions; therefore, an award of attorney’s fees is improper.
D. Punitive Damages are not Appropriate in this Case
Assuming arguendo that CoFund’s Objection violated the automatic stay, which it did
not, Forest is not entitled to recover punitive damages. “To recover punitive damages, a movant
must show that he suffered actual damages, and the violator acted maliciously or in bad faith.” In
re Ampal-Am. Israel Corp., 502 B.R. 361, 374-75 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2013). In this District,
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punitive damages are appropriate for violations of an automatic stay where the creditor has
“demonstrated egregious, vindictive or intentional misconduct.” In re Ojiegbe, 539 B.R. 474,
480 (Bankr. D. Md. 2015).
As explained in great detail above, CoFund’s conduct in filing the Objection was in no
way egregious, vindictive, malicious or in bad faith. An example of such conduct was found
where creditors banged, kicked and damaged a debtor’s door in an effort to intimidate children
into opening the door. Mercer v. D.E.F., Inc., 48 B.R. 562, Bankr. L. Rep. (CCH) ¶70545
(Bankr. D. Minn. 1985). Clearly, that is not the case here. Further, courts have refrained from
imposing punitive damages under Section 362(k) when the violator has acted “in the face of
substantial and difficult legal questions.” In re Hen House Interstate, Inc., 136 B.R. 220, 223-24
(Bankr. E.D. Mo. 1992). At best for Forest, there is a substantial and difficult legal question as
to whether the Objection can be viewed as a violation of the automatic stay. See §A., supra.
Thus, even assuming arguendo that there was a violation of the automatic stay, CoFund’s
alleged actions were not egregious or conducted with bad intent and a legal question would exist
as to Forest’s ability to move for sanctions.

Thus, an award of punitive damages is

inappropriate.
E.

Forest Errs In Its Reference To “Connecticut Law” Regarding Whether A
Corporate Entity Can Seek Damages For Violation Of The Automatic Stay.

The view of nearly every circuit is that only an “individual,” i.e., a natural person, may
seek sanctions under Section 362(k), but a corporate debtor may not. See, e.g., In re Chateaugay
Corp., 920 F.2d 183, 183 (2d Cir. 1990) (“[T]he plain language of § 362(h) prevents application
of that section to benefit debtors that are not natural persons.”); see also, In re Just Brakes Corp.
Sys., Inc., 108 F.3d 881, 884-85 (8th Cir. 1997) (same). In this regard, it appears the Fourth
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Circuit is an outlier in its view that even a corporate debtor may seek sanctions under Section
367(k). See, Budget Service Co. v. Better Homes of Virginia Inc., 804 F.2d 289 (4th Cir. 1986).
In its Motion, Forest asserts that under not only Fourth Circuit law, but also District of
Connecticut law, a corporate debtor—not only an “individual” as stated by the statute—may seek
sanctions under Section 362(k). See Motion at 4. While it appears that Forest’s assertion that
the Fourth Circuit allows a corporate debtor to seek sanctions under Section 367(k) is correct,
Motion, at p. 4, the Motion is incorrect in its assertion that this rule applies in Connecticut as
well. As part of the Second Circuit, Connecticut law is clear that only an individual, not a
corporation, may seek sanctions under Section 367(k). The case to the contrary cited by Forest,
In re Telecommunications Consultants, 50 B.R. 250 (Bankr. Conn. 1985), was a 1985 case that
was in effect negated by Second Circuit’s opinion in In re Chateaugugay Corp.

IV.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, CoFund requests that this Court deny Forest Capital’s

Motion and award Cofound its reasonable attorneys’ fees incurred in filing this Opposition.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Cynthia L. Leppert
Cynthia L. Leppert, Bar No. 05857
Neuberger, Quinn, Gielen, Rubin & Gibber, P.A.
One South Street, 27th Floor
Baltimore, Maryland 21202
(410) 332-8529
(410) 332-8578 (fax)
cll@nqgrg.com
Attorneys for CoFund II, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 30th day of June, 2016, a copy of this Opposition to
Debtor’s Motion for Sanctions for Willful Violation of the Automatic Stay [Dkt. 84] was served
on the parties listed below by first class, postage prepaid, unless said party is a registered
CM/ECF participant and the Notice of Electronic Filing indicates that Notice was electronically
mailed to said party.
Jeremy Friedberg, Esq.
Pierce C. Murphy, Esq.
Leitess Friedberg, P.C.
10451 Mill Run Circle, Suite 1000
Baltimore, MD 21117
Aryeh E. Stein, Esq.
Meridian Law, LLC
600 Reisterstown Road
Suite 700
Baltimore, MD 21208
J. Wylie Donald and Katherine L. Mayer, Esq.
McCarter & English LLP
Renaissance Center
408 North King Street, 8th Floor
Wilmington, DE 19801
Edmund A. Goldberg (UST)
Office of U.S. Trustee
101 W. Lombard Street, Suite 2625
Baltimore, MD 21201
Mr. Charles C. Lane
Lau, Lane, Pieper, Conley & McCreadie, P.A.
100 South Ashley Drive, Suite 1700
Tampa, FL 33602

/s/ Cynthia L. Leppert
Cynthia L. Leppert

4837-5706-5012
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